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From the Editor
Now that our annual meeting at the International Botanical Congress in
St. Louis is over, it is time to review all the hard work for the Society by
so many good people over the past year. We bid an appreciative farewell
to departing President Carroll and Councilors Blanchette, Shearer,
Szanislo and Torzilli and welcome incoming President Kohn, Vice-President Bandoni and new Councilors Snetslaar, Spatafora, Vilgalys and
Worrall. It's been, and will be, a good year!
--Lorelei Nor~9elI
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General Agreement between

THE MYCOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA
and

THE LATIN AMERICAN MYCOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
The Mycological Society of America, (MSA), represented by its current President, George Carroll, and the
Asociacion Latinoamericana do Micologia (Latin American Mycological Association - ALM) represented by its
current General Secretary, Teresa Itumaga, subscribe to the following general agreement.

ARTICLE 1: MSA and ALM will engage in cooperative activities involving research, teaching, and extension.
This agreement constitutes a platform for subsequent specific agreements to implement such programs.
ARTICLE 2: The objectives of this general agreement include:
* Joint research initiatives.
* Exchange of scientists, professors, and students.
* Teaching cooperation.
* Exchange of scientific and teaching documents.
* Participation in seminars and academic meetings.
* The design and generation of systems for the exchange of scientific, technological, academic, and pedagogical
information and documents between the two societies.
ARTICLE 3: To attain the objectives proposed in the previous clause, both societies propose to carry out
activities whose operational details, functioning, budget, financing, and required resources shall be defhed in
subsequent specific agreements.
ARTICLE 4: This general agreement neither binds MSA nor ALM to provide funds or other resources, their
own property or that of others, unless it be specified in writing; neither does it impede the signing of similar
agreements with other societies, associations, institutes or universities, be they national or international. Both
MSA and ALM may request financial support from third parties, either jointly or separately, to proceed with
cooperative projects and activities.
ARTICLE 5: Specific agreements which may derive from this one should detail the human and financial
resources necessary for their completion. The should also clearly define copyright ownership and marketing
options for the results, when applicable. A clause on collecting permits and adherence to the Treaty on Biodiversity should be included.
ARTICLE 6: For the purpose of coordinating the activities foreseen in this general agreement one representative from each society shall be designated.
ARTICLE 7: This agreement shall last for five (5) years, starting from the date of signature, unless revised by
mutual consent in written form. The Agreement may be rescinded by any of the parties with a written notice at
least six months in advance of its planned expiration date. The projects and activities already started under the
term of this agreement but not yet finished by the date of expiration, shall not be affected and should be carried
out to completion.
ARTICLE 8: No addition, variation or alteration to this Agreement shall be valid unless it be incorporated in
writing and be countersigned by both parties.
ARTICLE 9: Disagreements about the application, execution or interpretation of this agreement shall be
resolved by mutual consent between both societies.
In Saint Louis, August 4, 1999

In Saint Louis, August 4, 1999

GEORGE C. CARROLL

TERESA ITURRIAGA

MSA President

ALM General Secretary

MSA BUSINESS
Letter from the Past-President
Dear Friends and Colleagues,
The annual MSA meeting in St. Louis has
come and gone, and with it the passing of the presidential gavel to Linda Kohn. This has proved an eventful
15 months for our society with the negotiation of a
separation from the New York Botanical Garden, a new
set of bylaws, a dues increase, a formal cooperative
agreement between MSA and the Asociacion
Latinoamericana de Micologia, official statements on
import of raw wood and non-sterile organic packing
materials into North America, appointment of a new
EIC for Mycologia commencing in 2000, a new society
distinction for mid-career mycologists modeled on the
APS Fellows program, the usual spate of society
awards, and the frenzy of planning preceding our
meeting with the XVI International Botanical Congress. I particularly want to thank the officers and
councilors of the society, who have sacrificed time and
energy to make all of this happen. The advent of an
MSA WebPage and Email have changed the way we do
business, such that society responsibilities demand
continual, not episodic, attention from those in leadership positions. Our secretary Maren Klich deserves
special thanks for her role in marshaling and tallying
Email votes. If you doubt the importance of Email in
making us more efficient and responsive to our membership, read Maren's summary of council actions
approved via Email during the last year.
Those people involved with organizing and
running our annual meeting under the aegis of the
International Botanical Congress this year also deserve
special thanks. These include A1 Torzilli, who dealt
with a number of interesting challenges with his usual
competence and Clan, local arrangement people Jean
Milhail and Johann Bruhn, Foray coordinator Don
Ruch, Endowment chair Judi Ellzey, T-shirt producer
Karen Snetselaar, Auctioneer Dennis Wilson, and the
other members of the program and endowment committees who worked to make this meeting a memorable
one. The overtaxed Awards committee, chaired by
Gary Samuels, also deserves special thanks. Gary's
committee located and judged a large number of

student posters scattered amidst a vast array of interesting, but unrelentingly green, presentations.
I also wish to commend Lorelei Norvell for the
dedication and design sense she has brought to our
newsletter and thank her for her patience and humor in
dealing with procrastinated missives such as this one.
Finally, I would like to thanks all of the 80+ members
who have served on MSA committees during the past
year. Without their efforts the society could not
function.
In closing I will say that it has been a privilege
(if not always a pleasure) to serve as President of this
society and that I look forward with relief to sinking
again into the anonymity of collective MSA leadership.
Expect great things in the next 1-3 years - color in
Mycologia, improvements in our WebPage, support of
undergraduate attendance at meetings and more. Linda
Kohn will tell you all about it, but believe me, you
ain't seen nothing yet!
Cordially,
George Carroll,
Past-president, MSA

1999 MSA AWARDS
DISTINGUISHED MYCOLOGIST AWARDS
The Distinguished Mycologist Award is given annually to the one or two individuals whose careers have been judged
outstanding on the basis of published research and service to the Society. This year two outstanding mycologists - DK
Richard Hanlin and DI: Ian Ross - received the Society's most prestigious award. As the Awards Committee was unable
to provide comprehensive letters before press-time, the DK Hanlin's biography was obtained from nominator DK Charles
Mims and the information on DI:Ross compiled from his Weston Awards letters and his university web site.

1999 Distinguished Mycologist -- Richard T. Hanlin
After Richard Hanlin completed his Ph.D. degree at the University of Michigan in 1960, he accepted a temporary
appointment with Dr. E. S. Luttrell at the Georgia Experiment Station of the University of Georgia. This appointment led
to a permanent position at the University, and in 1967 he moved to the main campus in Athens where he has remained for
the duration of a long and very distinguished career.
Dr. Hanlin, who in 1986 was awarded the W. H. Weston Award for Excellence in Teaching from MSA, is a consummate
teacher. In addition to teaching the usual general mycology courses (Introductory Mycology and Advanced Mycology), he
developed more specialized courses reflecting his research interests such as the "Biology of Ascomycetes" and "Applied
Mycology". The latter course emphasizes the collection, growth and identification of fungi and in 1978 led to the publication of the popular laboratory manual, Atlas of Introductory Mycology, which he co-authored
Throughout his career Dick Hanlin has been actively involved in the training of graduate students, and he has supervised
15 PhD and 5 MS students and served on graduate committees for over 60 other students. He is an outstanding mentor to
international students, having guided students from seven different countries. Such "extralimital" involvement encompasses an active international career with cooperative research projects located in Brazil, Mexico and Venezuela. Observing
first hand the shortage and serious lack of basic and necessary references in many of the cooperating labs he visited during
these cooperative ventures, Dick generously collected and shipped hundreds of books and journals (obtained from retired
US scientists) to labs in several countries, often at his own expense.
Dr. Hanlin's research has concentrated on ascocarp development and modes of conidiogenesis as well as on fungi associated
with peanuts including the aflatoxigenic species Aspergillus
flavus and A. parasiticus. His efforts in the collection and
identification of tropical ascomycetes have led to the discovery
of new species. In addition to innumerable journal articles, he
has published the two volume Illustrated Genera of Ascomycetes; (and recently a companion volume Combined Keys);
the three-volume set has proved invaluable to those faced with
the task of identifying ascomycetes.
An MSA member since 1955 and regular attendee of MSA
meetings since 1962, Dr. Hanlin has been extremely active in
the Society. He has served as Chairman of the Editorial Board of
Mycologia Memoirs, Councilor, member of the Foray and
Program Committees and Mycologia editorial board as well as
Vice President, President-Elect and President of the Society.
Outside the Society he has served on editorial boards of Revista
Mexicana de Micologia and Transactions of the Mycological
Society of Japan and as Associate Editor for Mycoscience.
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1999 Distinguished Mycologist -- Ian K. Ross
After Ian Ross was introduced to fungi by Professor Diehl at
George Washington University where received his BS degree in
1952, an interest in the slime molds led to studies with C. M.
Wilson and a PhD degree in Mycology from McGill University,
Montreal in 1957. After a post-doctoral year spent researching the
cellular slime molds with Kenneth B. Raper at the University of
Wisconsin, he moved to his first teaching position at the Department of Botany at Yale where he continued work on the genetics
and physiology of mating interactions and morphogenesis in
plasmodia1 slime molds.
In 1964 Professor Ross moved to the University of California in
Santa Barbara where today he is Full Professor of Cell and
Microbiology. In recent years Ian has shifted his focus from the
physiology and genetics of slime mold development to the
biochemistry and molecular biology of filamentous fungi. His
early textbook Biology of Fungi had as its goal a presentation of a
different alternative to traditional mycological texts. His recent
publications include numerous papers on the biological processes
in Coprinus and the recent book Aging of Cells, Humans and
Societies (1995), which reflects his interest in research on the
underlying causes of the aging processes in all organisms. From
1987 to 1991 Dr. Ross was a BP Venture Research Fellow.
Dr. Ross has served on the editorial boards of several journals (including Mycologia) and on the national executive
committees of major mycological societies. He has been an especially energetic contributor to MSA, both as a committee
member and as Councilor (1980-1983, 1989-1992, 1996-1998). In 1987 Ian received MSA's prestigious William H Weston
Award for Teaching Excellence, an award to which he might said to have been nurtured as his early mentors Diehl, Wilson
and Raper were all Weston students. The brief biography included in the December 1987 MSA Newsletter notes, "His
annual teaching roster insludes Biology of the Fungi, Developmental biology of Slime Molds and Fungi, Advanced
Mycology Serminar, Biology of Aging and specialized seminars. He also teaches the microbiology segment of the bio core
course, co-teaches Medical Microbiology and on occasion teaches micro-cinematography for the Microtechniques course.
He leads field trips to Santa Cruz Island twice a year where students are introduced to the mysteries of the fungi. In
addition to many grauate students, Ian's lab is noteworthy in having housed upwards of one hundred undergraduate
researchers, each one receiving personal attention."

OTHER MSA DISTINGUISHED MYCOLOGISTS
1998

-

George Barron.

- Orson K. Miller,Jr.
1996 -John Rippon
- I. Brent Heath
1995 - Karl Esser
- Bryce Kendrick
1994 - Salomon Bartnicki-Garcia
- Robert L. Gilbertson
1997

1993

-

1992

- Margaret E. Barr Bigelow

Richard K. Benjamin
-Charles E. Bracker

-

Melvin S. Fuller

1991

--

Richard P.Korf
Robert W. Lichtwardt

- Emory G. Simmons
- Harry D. Thiers
1988 - D. B. 0. Saville
1987 - Horace L. Barnett
-John S. Karling
1986 - Mildred K. Nobles
- Rolf Singer
1985 - Stanley J. Hughes
- Josiah L. h w e
1990

-

1984 Ross W. Davidson
Charles Drechsler

-

1983 Roy F. Cain
-Everett S. Luttrell
1982

- Liberto Ajello
- Chester W. Emmons

-

Clifford W. Hesseltine
-Alexander H. Smith

1981

- Constantine J. Alexopoulos
-John N. Couch
- George Curnmins
- Lindsay Olive

-

Kenneth B. Raper
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1999 William H. Weston Teaching Award -Walter J. Sundberg
This year's recipient of the William H. Weston Award for Excellence in Teaching is Dr. Walter Sundberg, Department of
Plant Biology, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. Dr. Sundberg was nominated by Dr. Greg Mueller (The Field
Museum, Chicago) not only for his excellence in the classroom, but for his patience and willingness to spend much of his
out-of-class time working with students, as well as his unselfish devotion to assist and encourage any and everyone
interested in fungi and/or the process of science. That Walt excels in the classroom is clearly demonstrated by the numerous times that he has been his department's nominee for the outstanding teacher award. Southern Illinois University
recognized Walt's teaching ability when they presented him the College of Science Outstanding Teacher Award in 1990.
Some of the reasons for his success as a teacher become clear when you read his teaching philosophy. Walt states, "... one
ovemding goal in my teaching is to stimulate students to think, to wonder, and to ask personally-generated questions "to
develop genuine personal inquiry skills. If developed well enough, learning stops being a 'chore' and becomes joyful, selfmotivating, and an end in itself that can be carried through life." Further he states, "Success in achieving this goal depends
not only on stimulating information exchange and developing good process skills in the students, but also on developing
and/or enhancing the student's feelings of pride and self-confidence in their abilities." Lastly he notes "... it is important to
exhibit a genuine interest in the students as people. An instructor's interest in the concern for the students tends to enhance
their drive for excellence. In turn, the satisfaction that comes from resulting student success is one of the most valuable, yet
intangible, rewards the profession offers."
Every letter supporting Walt's nomination confirmed his approach to teaching. Vincent Russo wrote, "It has always been
my opinion that Dr. Sundberg had at heart the interests of the students. Like most faculty at universities, Dr. Sundberg has
research responsibilities with all the distractions those bring. However, this part of his academic life never took precedence
over teaching. He understood that when he was in the classroom he was responsible for delivering information. This
delivery of information was not limited to formal classroom. He actively participated in laboratories. If stopped in the hall,
normally while he was carrying an armload of papers or books, to answer a question, the question was answered even if it
meant detouring out of his way." Dr. Russo further states, "He has always been enthusiastic about the subject material, and
could make clear the concept he was delivering regardless of the level of expertise of the audience, or whether the information was being delivered in a classroom or the middle of the woods. Dr. Sundberg always had time to answer my questions,
and the questions of other students."
About answering student questions, Walt writes, "... I have found that often the best answer to a student's question is
another question! Instead of telling him or her the answer outright, I find it is much more effective for learning ... to
employ the use of questions to ultimately lead the student to discovering the answer him- or herself. In this way, if the
student has the prerequisite knowledge, helshe will learn how to more effectively use it. If they lack the background, they
learn through example how important it is and hopefully, will strive to improve it." Concerning this, Travis Clark, a
mycology student at SIUC, wrote, "During my time in his Plant Pathology course many students would spend hours
outside of the lab time preparing slides and looking at specimens because of the interest he fostered in the material, not
because extra time was required or expected. Dr. Sundberg was always there showing us new things, willing to spend as
much time as he could trying to teach us something new. He always made time for questions whenever I went to see him
outside of class. Many of my questions turned into long conversations that led to books and journals being pulled out until
the material was fully discussed to my satisfaction. My questions did not come from lack of material presented in class but
from the interest that he instilled in me that made me want to learn more." John Halbrendt of PSU and a friend of Walt's
for over 25 years writes, "Not only does he possess great teaching skills but I don't know of another faculty member that
put as much effort and care into preparing for class. Perhaps most important, his enthusiasm for mycology is infectious and
he is well liked by all his students. By coincidence, I currently have a recent graduate of Walt's in my nematology class
this semester. In talking with him about Walt, I find that he has not slowed down at all." From these comments, it is clear
the Walt is a patient, devoted teacher who is genuinely interested in his students.
Outside the classroom Walt's impact on amateur mycology has been profound. He is a sought-after lecturer and is much
in demand at national and local forays. He has organized a number of workshops, including several multi-day courses on
looking at fungi through a microscope. All of these workshops have been highly successful. Walt's role as head mycologist
at NAMA, the Missouri Mycological Society, the Gulf Coast Mycological club, the Texas Mycological club and others has
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Walter Surzdberg 1999 Wesron Recipient, continued

enabled him to positively interact with hundreds of mushroom enthusiasts. Ken Gilberg, president of the Missouri Mycological Society for the past ten years, describes Walt as "the most powerful guiding force that our society has known."
Allein Stanley, president of NAMA, writes the following, "Dr. Sundberg has served as a workshop presenter and lecturer at
many of the forays for NAMA, always demonstrating his ability to teach the novice as well as the advanced student. He
has offered a pre-foray class with such strong instruction that all of the students have commented on their enriched comprehension and success. Those that have attended his workshops customarily come away excited about how much more they
can interpret what they encounter in a mushroom than before, even with no more than a hand lens. As with his own
students, he has given those who have attended his workshops or interactive presentations the ability to pursue their
individual learning independently."
During his twenty-seven years at SIUC, Walt has received eight teaching-related grants, including two from the National
Science Foundation: Research Experience For Master High School Biology Teachers Program to teach a short course on
using fungi to teach biological principles in the high school biology classroom and to develop teacher's skills in use of
NABT electronic bulletin board for information exchange. He has been the major advisor for eighteen graduate students
and has sewed on over 75 graduate committees. In addition,
he has directed several undergraduate student projects. He
has received thirteen research grants and contracts. He has
published two books, has thirty-eight publications in
professional journals, and has published numerous popular
articles.
Walt's contributions are best summarized by Greg
Mueller, "In summary, Walt has spent his career telling the
world about the wonders of fungi and science. While he has
made numerous and important contributions as a researcher,
his first love has always been teaching, and that is where he
has had his biggest impact."
Dr. Walter Sundberg epitomizes excellence in teaching,
and the MSA Committee on Teaching is honored to award
him the William H. Weston Award for Excellent in Teaching.

-- Donald Ruch, Chairman of the Teaching Committee
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PREVIOUS WESTON AWARD RECIPIENTS

- Larry Grand and Dennis Desjardin
1996 - Michael Tansey and James Kimbrough
1995 - George Carroll
1998

1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988
1987

-

John W Taylor
Thomas Leonard
Jack D. Rogers
Martha Christensen
C. J. K. Wang

Orson K. Miller; JI:
Charles W Mims
Ian K. Ross

1986

- Richard 7: Hanlin and Don E. Hemmes

- Everett S. Beneke
- Constantine J. Alexopoulos
1982 - Robert W Lichtwardt and Harry D. Thiers
1981 - Edward E. Butler
1980 - Lois H. Tffany
1984

1983

1999 MSA AWARDS
1999 Alexopoulos Prize - Pedro W. Crous
Dr. Crous is currently full professor and Chairman
of the Department of Plant Pathology, University of
Stellenbosch, South Africa, where he has been since
completing his doctorate in 1992. In his relatively
brief professional career, Dr. Crous has established
himself as one of the world's most productive
mycologists, with more than one hundred refereed
publications and a similar number of presentations at
scientific meetings. The breadth of his knowledge is
impressive. He is acknowledged as a taxonomic
expert on two very different groups of ascomycetes,
is well-versed on practical aspects of agricultural
plant and forest pathology, and includes molecular
and classical genetic techniques in his experimental
work. His work is having significant impact on
agriculture and forestry in his home country, South
Africa, where he has been actively mentoring
undergraduate, masters and PhD level students. He is
a regular participant and frequent organizer for local
and international meetings, including those of the
MSA and the APS, and gives a high priority to
providing financial support so that his students can
attend scientific meetings.
Dr. Crous is specialized in the taxonomy of plant
pathogenic fungi, but is also an skilled field plant
pathologist. His original work on pathogenic species
of the anamorph genus Cylindrocladium and its
associated teleomorphs in Calonectria culminated in
the publication of the first modern monograph of the
genus in 1994. Reliable identification of these fungi
was practically impossible before this publication.
Pedro's species concepts were derived after careful
study of herbarium specimens, isolation of cultures
of most known and several new species from soil
from around the world using a baiting technique he
developed, careful standardization of culture techniques to allow reliable comparisons of micromorphology, and mating tests to obtain the teleomorphs
of heterothallic species. Towards the end of this
monographic study, Pedro adopted molecular
techniques using isozymes, RFLP patterns and now
DNA sequencing (ITS and now b&-tubulin) in an
effort
further corroborating data
the 'pecies concepts
using mo~hology*
"ltural characters, and
genetics.
demanded the
of the 'pecies and generic
of a broad range of
in the
clarification of other anamorph generic concepts
(e.g. Cylindrocladiella, Gliocladiopsis) and the
description of several new anamorph genera (e.g.
FalcOcladium~ Vesicladiella) and many new

Dr. Crous has carried on a broad spectrum of taxonomic and
pathological work under the umbrella of the African Mycology
Program, which he initiated. He has been effective at obtaining
support for his research and his laboratory with research grants
from academic sources as well as industry. In 1994, Pedro studied
for two months with T. R. Nag Raj at the University of Waterloo,
emphasizing coelomycetes, a taxonomically neglected group of
fungi of immense phytopathological importance. The skills
obtained from that visit made Pedro one of the few practising
mycologists able to work effectively in coelomycete taxonomy and
set the stage for his ambitious taxonomic work with leaf-inhabiting ascomycetes. Mycosphaerella has more than 1800 described
species, with a very reduced, simple ascomatal morphology. The
genus is associated with nearly 50 anamorph genera, many of
which themselves have hundreds of described species. By concentrating on leaf spot diseases of Eucalyptus, the major forestry crop
in his country, Pedro has developed important new concepts
essential for future studies of the entire genus. He observed several
patterns of ascospore germination that allowed species with
otherwise similar teleomorphs to be distinguished, observations
that could be confirmed by single spore isolation and comparison
of anamorphs. He demonstrated that individual leaf spots were
often infected with more than one species, and has been systematically untangling confused webs of As-reported anamorphteleomorph connections and diseases attributed to misidentified
species. This has culminated in the recent publication of his
monograph on Mycosphaerella diseases of Eucalyptus by the
American Phytopathological Society.
The Stellenbosch area is famous for its wine industry, and Dr.
Crous has also been involved in the resolution of the taxonomy of
fungi associated with the "black goo" disease, an emerging
problem in California as well. The description of the new genus
Phaeoacremonium for fungi isolated from the "goo" (the pathology is still uncertain) was noted in New Scientist (20127 Dec.
1997). A database of plant pathogens reported from South Africa,
for use by extension specialists, is nearing completion and will be
the first such reference work for the country in nearly fifty years.
He has recently begun studying diseases of the horticultural plant
family Proteaceae with colleagues in the USDA and in Australia.
This plant family is native to the Cape area, and one of South
Africa's maior exports to the United States.
The Cylindrocladium and Mycosphaerella research has had an
international dimension, involving much interaction with American, Brazilian, English and German mycologists, as well as having
particular resonance for Africa. To
the relevance of his
laboratory to his own community and country, Dr. Crous established the Small Grain Biotechnology Program (SGBP) in
Stellenbosch. Funded by the Wheat Board of South Africa and the
South African Foundation for Research and Development (FRD),
the program provided a link between the students in his university
and the wheat and barley industry in the Cape area. The
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often has a taxonomic focus, but
also emphasizes elements such a
fungicide resistance and
pathogen population dynamics.
Studies on Pyrenophora blotch
pathogens of barley, showed that
the spot and net type pathogens
actually represent a single
species. Using RAPDs, morphological and mating studies, the
fungi causing Tapesia eyespot
disease of wheat (usually
referred to as two varieties of
Pseudocercosporella
herpotrichoides) were distinguished as two distinct species,
and the anamorphs were
transferred to Ramulispora to
better conform with teleomorph
classifications.

I

In addition to his research
activities, Pedro has been an
active promoter of science in
South Africa (organising the
Congress of Southern African
Plant Pathology in 1996) and
has participated extensively in
scientific initiatives abroad. He
is on the editorial board of the
journal Mycological Research.
In addition to his regular
attendance at MSA meetings
(which he attends more regularly than most mycologists
based in North America!), Dr.
Crous has taught a workshop on
identification of Mycosphaerella
for the APS, and has made
significant contributions to two
International Congresses of
Plant Pathology, two International Mycological Congresses,
and the Paris meeting on
Ascomycete Systematics.
Presently he is co-organizing a
congress symposium for the
International Botanical Congress, and a two day specialist
workshop for the International
Union of Microbiological
Sciences congress, both in
August 1999. The South African
FRD (roughly equivalent to the

American NSF) awarded him with the President's
Award in 1994, granted to young researchers
showing outstandng productivity and promise. Ln
1997, his research excellence was acknowledged
with the award of a Fullbright Scholarship for a
sabbatical leave at the National Fungus Collections,
USDA, Beltsville, MD.

&

2
2

attracted by a problem, he
circles it like a horsefly around
a wet swimmer. looking: for an
opening to land and bite. His
enthusiasm and passion for
fungi and for life are infectious
and an inspiration to the
colleagues that he collaborates
with, as well as students who
are fortunate enough to work in
his laboratory. His focus on the
problems facing his "new"
country, combined with a
vision that gives his research
international impact and
relevance, makes him a worthy
candidate for the Alexopoulos
Prize.

-

All previous Alexopoulos
~ r i z e shave gone to North
American mycologists. This
award to a South African
mycologist highlights the
international face of the society
and acknowledges a rising star,
one who is certain to become
one of the most important
mycologists of the next thirty
years.

-

With such a long list of publications for someone
so young, it is clear that Dr. Crous has well-developed collaborative instincts. The scientific environment that he works in rewards large numbers of
publications and does not penalize for long lists of
authors, so it is fair to ask what his contributions to
many of these papers actually was. Having benefited
from his largess, I can attest that Dr. Crous is
generous with co-authors. When he is the first
author, he has posed the hypothesis, written the
paper, and prepared the illustrations. He always
gives students first authorship on papers resulting
from their own research, although it is often necessary for him to write the paper because of the
problems Afrikaanse students have with written
English. For many of the other papers, he has
provided the illustrations and descriptions of the
fungi involved, even though he was a junior author.
I have worked beside Pedro in my own laboratory
in Ottawa, and in his laboratory in Stellenbosch.
Many aspects of his social character are reflected
also in the way he works. He is a voracious, almost
obsessive, collector, very talented at getting microfungi into culture. At the microscope, his observational skills are impeccable. Once his mind is
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Previous Alexopoulos
winners

-

1998 Dennis Desjardin
1997 Georgiana May
1996 James White, JI:
1995 Rytas Vilgalys
1994 Thomas D. Bruns
1993 Keith A. Seifert
1992 Gregory M. Mueller
1991 -Dean A. Glawe
1990 Richard Howard
1989 Linda M. Kohn
1988 Scott Redhead
1987 -James B. Anderson
1986 -John W Taylor
1984 Robert Fogel
1983 Meredith Blackwell
1981 Martha Powell
1980 Donald Wicklow
1979 Charles Mims
1978 Kerty O'Donnell

-

-

-

-

1999 MSA AWARDS
1999 Martin-Baker Award - David M. Geiser
Dr. Geiser received a PhD at the University of Georgia in 1995. He held a postdoctoral position at the University of California
at Berkeley from 1995-1998 in Professor John W. Taylor's lab. He is presently an Assistant Professor in the Department of
Plant Pathology and Director of the Fusarium Research Center at Pennsylvania State University. Dr. Geiser has published a number of significant articles in prominent journals and presented numerous talks in his areas of expertise, i.e., population genetics and evolutionary biology using molecular techniques especially of the species of Fusarium. The committee is unanimous in its recommendation that Dr. Geiser is a deserving recipient of support from the MartinBaker Endowment Fund.
Previous Baker Awarhes
--Kenneth Wells, Chair; Martin-Baker Award Committee

-

1998 Chee-Jen Chen
1997 Joseph Spatafora
1996 Cathy Cripps,

-

-

David Hibbett

1994

- Sabine Huhndorf

STUDENT AWARDS
As background information o n all recipients was unavailable at deadline, only names, afiliations and research titles of
the winners are presented at this time.

1999 MSA Graduate I;ellows -- Brian Shaw & Karl Henry
Brian Shaw, of Cornell University in Ithaca (Dr. Harvey
Hoch, advisor) has been named a 1999 MSA Graduate Fellow for his research on "Adhesion to the substratum: a prerequisite for germination of Phyllosticta ampelicida
pycnidiospores".
Previous Graduate Student Fellows

-

1998 Jamie Platt, Scott Kroken
1997 Amy Tuininga, Ignazio Carbone
1996 Kathie Hodge, Elizabeth Frieders
1995 Yatika Kohli, Steven Doggett
1994 David Geiser; Wendy Untereiner
1993 Francois Lutzoni, Lorelei Norvell
1992 Kirk Czymmek, David Riuo
1991 John S. Hopple, Karen Snetselaar
1990 Shelly Brunt, Susan Kamiskyj
1989 Steven Lee, Josephine Taylor
1988 Paula DePriest, Lisa Muehlstein

-

Karl Henry, of MCP Hahnemann University in Philadelphia
(Dr Thomas D. Edlind, advisor) received his 1999 Graduate
Fellowship for research on the "Effect of sterol biosynthesis
inhibitors on ergosterol biosynthesis gene expression in various
Candida sp. and the role of sterol in regulation"

-

1987 Kathleen Cason, Dennis Desjardin
1986 John Horton, Richard Kerrigan
1985 Georgiana May, Rodney Roberts
1984 Thorns Bruns, Thomas Chase
1983 -John Hammer, Karl McKnight
1982 Faye Murrin, Bruce Tucker
1981 Charles Jacobs, Kenneth Whimey
1980 Thomas Harrington, Steven Warner
1979 Michael Allen, Robert Antibus
1978 James Anderson, Larry Gauriloff
1977 Kurt Dahlberg, Linda Kohn
1976 Scott Redhead, John Taylor

-

-

1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967
1966
1963

- Martha Shemood
- William Timberlake
- Jeffrey Pommervile
- Thomas R. Matthews
- Jimmy Clark

- Robert Fogel

- Lauritz Olson
- Robert Devlin
- David McLaughlin
- William Merz
- Larry Littlej5eld

1999 NAMA-Helen V. Smith Memorial Award -- Cameron Currie
Cameron Currie, a PhD student at the University of Toronto; Ontario Canada (Dr David Malloch,
supervisor) was awarded the Helen V. Smith - North American Mycological Association award
for his ongoing research into "Parasitism of ant fungal gardens: examining the impact of Escovopsis
Previous NAMA Awardees
on the mutualism between fungus-growing ants and their fungi". In announcing the award, which
1998 -John Paul Schmitt
is to be granted to a student "specializing in macrofungi", the Awards Committee noted, "This
1997 Daniel Czederpiltz
1996 James Johnson
research might not, on the surface, seem appropriate as the NAMA award but actually the fungi
1995 --Greg Saenz
that the ants cultivate for food are mushrooms."

-
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1999 MSA A W m S
1999 Myron I? Backus Award -- Sean Abbott

Previous Backus Awardees
1998 GuillermoPimentel
1997 Dennis McDaniel
1996 John McKemy
1995 David Gernandt
1994 Paul 7: Gieser

-

Sean Abbott, of the University of Alberta (Drs. Lynne Sigler and Randy Currah, supervisors)
has received the 1999 Backus Award for his work on "Holomorph studies of the Microascaceae
(Ascomycetes)"

-

-

-

-

1999 Graduate Research Prizes for Poster Presentations
Guido Fischer - Fischer, G, T. Miiller, R. Schwalbe, R.
Ostrowski and W. Dott. "Production of volatile chlorophenols
by Aspergillus giganteus". Institute for Hygiene and Environrnental Medicine, Aachen Germany.

Ning Zhang - Zhang, Ning and Meredith Blackwell. "Molecular phylogeny of M e l a n o s p o r a c o r d a and similar
pyrenomycetous fungi". Department of Biological Sciences,
Louisiana State University.

Marsha Harbin - Harbin, Marsha and Tom Volk. "The relationship of Morchella with plant roots". Dept of Biology
and Microbiology, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse.

Zhihong Zhong - Zhong, Z, S LaGreca and DH Pfister. "A
phylogenetic study of Geoglossum and Trichoglossum based
on ITS and Group I intron sequences". OEB, Harvard.

-- Posters -1998 J. Dobranic, M. Henn
1997 J. l? Babcock, L.J. Ma
1996 M. W Harding, J.E. Johnson
1995 D. S. Lowry A. R. Tuininga
1994 Lisa A. Castlebury, Susan Huflne,
Kevin A. Kuehn, Kurt A. Zeller
1993 Elizabeth M. Frieders, Mary Malik
1992 Ignazio Carbone, Kathryn Jacobson
1991 Patrick R. Leacock, Robert W
Specker
1990 Kirk J. Czymmek, Steven B. Lee
1989 Scott Walsh, Lily Novak
1988 Paula DePriest
1987 Stephen W Parker
1986 Charles C. Bertke
1985 Bruce E. Tucker

M S A Graduate Research Prizewinners

-- Oral Presentations --

1998 Scott Kroken, D. McDaniel
1997 Elizabeth M. Pine, R. N. Weinstein
1996 R.E. Marra, S. Coleman
McCleneghan
1995 M.S. Doggett, M. Freitag
1993 Catherine Bachewich, Eric C. Swann
1992 Karen Snetselaar; Maria Vargas
1991 Rosamaria Lopez-Franco, Joseph W
Spatafora
1990 David Hibbett, John Hopple
1989 Katherine E Lobuglio, Myron L.
Smith
1988 Christine M. Gruhn, Larry F! Lehnen
1987 Eric W A. Boehm, Kathleen M. T.
Cason
1986 Jane N. Gemma, Tommy C. Sewall
1985 Steven L. Miller; Margaret E. Silliker
1984 William E. Hintz, Robert W Martin
1983, Gerald Bills, Steven Horton
1982 Edmond Badham, Thomas Bruns,
Elaine Huizar
1981 Gregory M. Mueller

1980 Laurel Davis, Susan Meyer
1979 Donald Betterley
1978 William Perry Mulleavy
1976 Terry Hill, Dennis ~ c ~ a b e
1975 Richard Humber
1974 Ellen Farr
1973 Martha Powell
1972 Rand McNitt
1971 Terrence M. Hammill

Zlzoi~g,Zhing crt~dFischer

in St Louis.

1999 MSA Mentor Travel Awards
Each entry (listed alphabetically by mentor)includes name(s)of mentoc awardee's name, afiliation, degree in progress, major advisoc and poster title.

C. J. Alexopoulos Award - Timothy D.
Allen, Department of Biology and
Microbiology, University of Wisconsin
Oshkosh, M.S., Stephen Bentivenga,
advisor. Growth of edible$@ on Paper
pulp waste.

A. Barksdale/J.R Raper Award Andrea Humpert,
of Botany
and Plant Pathology, Oregon State
University, M.S., Joseph Spatafora,
advisor. A molecular phylogenetic study of
the genus Ramaria.

H. Bigelow Award - Kelly P. Collins,
Department of Biology, Sari Francisco
State University, M.S., Dennis Desjardin,
advisor. The afinities of the tropical
poroid agaric complex of J~~~ and ~ ~ 1

~

.

1999 MSA AWARDS
E. Butler Award - Mary Catherine
Aime, Department of Biology, Virginia
Tech, Ph.D., Orson K. Miller, Jr., advisor.
Infrageneric concepts in the genus
Crepidotus ( F K )Staude.

W. C. Denison Award - Clement K.M.
Tsui, Department of Ecology and Biodiversity, The University of Hong Kong,
Ph.D., Kevin Hyde, advisor. Effects of
pollution o n aquatic fungi.

M. H. Fitzpatrick Award - John F.
Walker, Department of Biology, Virginia
Tech, Ph.D., Orson K. Miller, Jr., advisor.
The fate of ectomycorrhizal tree seedlings
i n Rhododendron maximum L. thickets in a
mesic southern Appalachian forest.

-

R. I? Korf Award
Zhihong Zhong,
Organismic and Evolutionary Biology,
Harvard University, Ph.D., Donald Pfister,
advisor. A phylogenetic study of
Geoglossum and Trichoglossum based o n
ITS and Group I intron sequences.

E. S. Luttrell Award - Jason K .
Dobranic, Department of Biological

Sciences, Texas Tech University, Ph.D.,
John Zak, advisor. Fungal functional
diversity and decomposition dynamics in
the Chichuahuan Desert.

-

H. D. Thiers Award
John R. Blair,
Department of Biology, San Francisco
State University, M.S., Dennis Desjardin,
advisor. Fungi associated with Arctostaphylos in central California.

E A. Uecker Award - Martina
Reblova, Academy of Sciences,
Pmhonice, Czech Republic, Ph.D., J. Vrca,
advisor. Studies i n Chaetosphaeria sensu
lato.
K. Wells Award - Tamara R. Allen,
Department of Botany, The University of
British Columbia, Ph.D., Mary Berbee,
advisor. What's in a root? The diverse
community of ericoid mycorrhizal fungi of
salal.

Previous Mentor Awardees
1998: M.C. Aime, M.I. Bidartondo, D.E. Binion, EJ.
Camacho, I. Carbone, C. Chen, D.L. Lindner
Czederpiltz, S. B. Kroken, L. Ma, D.L. Moore, B.A.

Perry, K. R. Peterson, E.M. Pine, J.L. Platt, B.D.
Shaw, J.E Walkes
1997: F: Camacho. M. Camara. D. Gernandt. L
Grubisha, J. Johnson, I: Lebel, R. E. Marra, D. L.
Moore, S. Ortiz-Garcia, J.L. Platt, J. M. Schrass,
B. Shaw, A. R. Tuininga, X. Ye
1996: B.P. Akers, J. I: Blodgett, M. L. Boyd, J.
Herrera, R.L. Kovacs, S. LaGreca, R.E. Marra, J.
M. McKemy, E. Pine, J. b? Schmit, Z Yun
1995: Y-M Ahn, I: Bunting, G.R. Davidson, K.
Enkerli, M. Freitag, Paul Gieser; EA. Harrington,
J. Herrera, Y. Kohli, R. E. Marra, S. C.
McCleneghan, D. L. Moore, J. I? Schmit, J. P.
Shields, I: Feibelman
1994: James Bier, Lisa A. Castlebury. Tina
Dreisbach, Elizabeth M. Frieders, David M. G e i s e ~
David S. Gernandt, Paul Z Giesec Sharon Harney,
Kathie Hodge, Anthonio l u o , Kevin A. Kuehn, Lisa
A. Law,Patrick R. Leacock, Haisheng Lu,John M.
McKemy, Eric Olyejar;Marlee A. Ramesh. John P
Shields, Amy Tuininga, Wendy Untereines Kurt A.
Zeller
1993: James Bier (Luttrell), Ignazio Carbone
(Bigelow), Samuel Hammer (Bigelow), Scott
LaGreca (Butler), Sharyn Rusk (Denison),
1992: Partha Banerjee, Monica Czymmek, David
Geiser; Kathie I: Hodge, Kathryn Jacobson, Susan Kaminskyj, Yajuan Liu, Maria M. Vargas

Mycological Society of America -Gift Membership Form
I.

Sponsoring a gif?membership in MSA offers tangible support both for the recipient of the membership as well as for mycology in general. Providing
both Mvcologia and Inoculum, a gif? membership is an excellent way to further the efforts of our mycological colleagues, especially those who
cannot afford an MSA membership. In addition to a feeling of great satisfaction, you also will receive a convenient reminderfor renewal of the gifr
membership the following yeac

I want to provide an MSA Gift Membership to the following individual:
Name
Institution
Complete Address
Phone

FAX

Email

Please send renewal notices to:
(YOUR name)
(YOUR address)
Phone
I agree t o pay
Acct. #

FAX

Email

$60* for this membership b y check (payable to MSA, drawn o n U S bank) -V I S A MastercardName ( a s it appears o n card)
Exp. date

Send this form to: MSA Business Oftice, PO Box 1897, Lawrence KS 66044 or F A X to 785.843.1274, Attn: Processing Department
*If this membership is given afrer June I, please add $10 to cover postage for past issues.

MSA BUSINESS
Letter from The President
On August 4 the
ceremonial chestnut
gavel passed from
the calm, capable
hands of George
Carroll to me. The
past year has seen
some major housecleaning, including
revision of the MSA
By-laws, synchronization of our committee appointments.
and stewardship of
our new arrangements for publication
of Mycologia (on which Orson Miller has been our
diplomat and business manager, as Managing Editor).
In addition, George has worked with Teresa Iturriaga
on a new agreement for cooperation with the Latin
American Mycological Association (ALM) which gives
us the foundation to establish scientific and education
links between our two societies. George's engaging
Presidential Address on endophytes as "foraging fungi"
both stimulated discussion in symposia throughout the
meeting and put us in touch with some inspiring
mycological mentors.
All who attended our annual meeting this year, part of
the XVI International Botanical Congress held in Saint
Louis, found a significant MSA and mycological
presence even at such a large, general meeting. For
this we thank Greg Mueller, our mycological representative on the Congress Program Committee, Jeanne
Mihail and Johnann Bruhn, our local organizers, and
all who organized General Symposia on mycological
themes. The posters were also an excellent representation of what is going on in fungal biology: thank you to
all who contributed.
What is new for the coming year? In part due to the
excellent fiscal condition of the MSA (Orson Miller
again, as well as Jeff Stone) we are embarked on new
initiatives. MSA awards now offer richer fiscal rewards. We will recognize the first group of MSA

Fellows, distinguished mid-career MSA members.
Mycologia will be enhanced by color illustrations and
covers. Council has authorized David and Ellen Farr to
move our websites to dynamic content (as with the
online Directory) that will facilitate easy revision by
our capable electronic volunteers (Tom Volk and Dick
Korf), make our sites faster to download, and offer
central coordination. The Farrs have been charged to
start with the MSA Bulletin Board, which all agree
needs a friendler and more interactive format, and to
contract with a commercial server that can better
handle the new technical requirements. We also have
"blue sky" ideas, some of which will need fund raising
initiatives to happen. I have organized this year's Long
Term Planning Committee ( George Carroll, Orson
Miller, Jeff Stone, Tom Harrington, Michelle Momany,
David Geiser, Meredith Blackwell, Chris Schardl, Tom
Bruns, Rytas Vilgalys, Judy Ellzey, and Ignacio
Chapela), many of whom met in St. Louis. Top on our
list are enhanced web resources, outreach to fungal
biologists outside the MSA fold, and research grants1
travel mentorship awards for undergraduates and
ultimately, support for foreign graduate students and
young investigators, the grantslawards requiring
infusions of fresh funds. We also discussed ways of
getting information from members in electronic
questionaires, the possibility of MSA field trips during
the year that engage both amateur and professional
mycologists, and ways of increasing MSA members'
participation in the administrative parts of the granting
process.
In the next month I will be filling committee rosters.
If you wish to serve, contact me. If you have ideas for
the MSA, contact me or any member of Council or the
Long Term Planning Committee. Plan to be with us in
Burlington, Vermont for next year's stand-alone MSA
meeting, July 29 (Council Mtg on Saturday, Foray on
Sunday) through August 3. I look forward to working
with you all in the coming year. And yes, I pledge to
keep the chestnut gavel well-oiled.

Linda M. Kohn, President
Mycological Society of America
1999-2000

MSA BUSINESS continued
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Department of Botany, University of Toronto (Erindale)
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Mississauga, Ontario L5L 1C6, CAN
905.828.3997 FAX 905.828.3792
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Botany Department, University of Georgia
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Orson K. Miller, Jr President-Elect
Dept Biology, Virginia Polytechnic Inst. & State University
Blacksburg VA 24061 USA
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Dept Plant Pathology S-305 ASN
University of Kentucky
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PO Box 2000 Dept Biological Sciences, SUNY College
Cortland, NY 13045 USA
607.753.2725 FAX 607.753.2927
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USDA ARS SRRC, 1100 Robert E Lee Blvd
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504.286.4361 FAX 504.286.4419
mklich@nola.srrc.usda.gov
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Dept Botany & Plant Pathology, Oregon State Univ
Corvallis OR 9733 1-2902 USA
503.737.5260 FAX 503.737.3573
stonej @orst.edu
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Past President (1999)
Dept Biology, University of Oregon
Eugene OR 97403 USA
541.346.4522
gcarroll @oregon.uoregon.edu
Mary E. Palm
Past President (1998)
Rrn 329 BOl 1A BARC-West
Beltsville MD 20705 USA
301.504.5327 FAX 301.504.5810
maryp@nt.ars-grin.gov
Josephine Taylor
Councilor Cell-Biology/Pathology(1998-2000)
Biology Dept, Stephen F Austin State University
Nacogdoches TX 75962 USA
409.468.2668 FAX 409.468.2056
jtaylor @ sfasu.edu

Gary Samuels
Councilor Systematics/Evolution (1998-2000)
USDA/ARS/Systematic Botany and Mycology Lab
Rm 304 BOl lA BARC-West 10300 Baltimore Ave
Beltsville MD 20705-1523 USA
garys@nt.ars-grin.gov
Karen Snetselaar
Councilor Cell-Biology/Pathology (1999-2001)
Dept of Biology, St Joseph's University,
5600 City Ave
Philadelphia PA 19131
610.660.1826 FAX 610.660.1832
jsnetsel @sju.edu
James J. Worrall
Councilor Ecology/Pathology (1999-2001)
USDA Forest Service, 216 N Colorado St.,
Gunnison CO 81230 USA
907. 641-0471
j worrall/r2_gmug @fs.fed.us
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Councilor Genetics/MolecularBiology (1999-2001)
Botany Dept, Duke University
Durham NC 27708-0338
919.660.7361 FAX 919.660.7293
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Oregon State University
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541.737.5304 FAX 541.737.3573
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MSA BUSINESS m t r , , e d
REPORT
From June 11 1998 through July 30 1999 the Secretary:
1. Sent list of 1998-9 Council Members to ALBS, AAAS and
IUMS.
2. Prepared minutes of the 1998 Council and Business meetings
for publication in Inoculum.
3. Sent Manual of Operations to new Council members and
appropriate portions thereof to Committee Chairs and Representatives.
4. Traveled to Lawrence Kansas to discuss MSA concerns and
problems with membership services personnel at Allen Management and Marketing (September 2, 1998).

5. Served as member of ad hoc committee to investigate options
for management services.
6. Arranged for the Call for Nominations to be mailed with
Inoculum.

7. Received notice of the deaths of three members: Roy Cain,
October 6, 1998; Geoffrq Ainsworth, October 25,1999; and
Horace Barnett, November 2, 1998.
8. Received 6 requests for emeritus status from retired MSA
members: Jan Kohlrneyer; Sara Fultz, Robin Morrall, Harbansh
Upadhyay, Yasuyuki Hiratsuka, David Grifin.
9. Polled council/executive council via Email on numerous issues
through the year. The protocol for Email discussions and council
votes is working very well. Major items decided by Council this
year included:

- Approval of the new bylaws/constitution
- Mycologia/lnoculum/WebpageItems.
1. Selection of Joan Bennett (Tulane University) as new
Editor-in-Chief of Mycologia (2000-2005).
2. Ratification of Jim Anderson as Mycologia Editorial
Board Member and Approval of Associate Editors Charles
Mirns and David Hibbett.
3.Approval of $450 for computer hardware to handle
graphics files for Inoculum. Approval of $285 to pay the
registration fee for Bob Lichwardt to attend an Electronic
Publishing seminar in Lawrence KS. Approval of funding to
put the MSA teaching slide collection online ($300).
- Approval of a letter to APHIS drafted by the Phytopathology Committee (Jim Worrall, chair) regarding sanitation
regulations covering solid wood packing material associated with imported commodities.

- - SECRETARY

Affairs Committee) to attend the St. Louis Council meeting to
present a proposal to formalize the relationship between the
two societies ($1000).

- Meetings Items
1. Karling Lecture. Speakers invited to give the Karling
Lecture at our annual meeting will be reimbursed for travel,
registration and other expenses of the meeting immediately
after the lecture is given. The $500 honorarium will be paid
by the society when the manuscript has been submitted for
publication in Mycologia.

2. Symposium n a v e l Support. MSA travel support will
be made available to invited symposium speakers at annual
meetings equitably without regard to membership in MSA.

3. Vermont Surcharge. For the meetings in Vermont in
2000, $20 will be added to the registration fee of each regular
member for support of symposium speakers. Student
members will be exempt from this surcharge.
4. MSA Meeting 2001. MSA will meet with APS in Salt
Lake City, August 25-29, 2001.
10. Sent welcome letters to 115 new MSA members.
11. Distributed 15 copies of "Careers in Mycology" on request.
12. Responded to requests for information on mycological
questions, membership problems etc. throughout the year. With
Email, the number of requests has risen sharply. Requests from
reporters and individuals were frequently delegated to appropriate committee chairs or members with expertise in a specific
area. The secretary is grateful for all the help these individuals
provided!
13. Sent requests for agenda items for the mid-year executive
council meeting to committee chairs, council members and
representatives. Attended the meeting in Eugene OR (February
27 & 28) and prepared minutes for publication in Inoculum.

14. Mailed 1999 ballot to all members.
15. Sent request for annual reports and council meeting
agenda items to all
council members,
committee chairs and
representatives.
16. Worked with President
Carroll to prepare
agenda for Council and
Business meetings in St.
Louis.

- Allocation of travel funds

1. for the Chair of the MSA Liaison with Amateur Mycological Clubs and Societies to attend the NAMA meeting ($300);
2. for travel support for representative of the Latin American
Mycological Association (also chair of the MSA International

Respectfully submitted,

Maren A. Klich

MSA BUSINESS conttn~ed
1999 ANNUAL REPORTS

- - PUBLICATIONS

I am happy to report that as of June 28th we have 1244
members and 819 institutional subscribers. Note that the 93
exchanges bring the total to 912 institutional subscribers. We
have suffered very little attrition in the transition.

Managing Editor
Starting this year the
5ycological Society of
imerica struck out on its
own after many successful
years in cooperation with
the New York Botanical
Garden. The leadership in
the past of Managing
Editors including Dr Clark
Rogerson and Dr. Roy
Halling and the staff of the
Garden was instrumental in
making Mycologia the
respected journal that it is
today. We prospered with a membership of 1206 to 1300
members and over 900 institutional subscribers. The decision to
be independent and subsequent separation from the Garden took
place in the fall of 1998 in an atmosphere of cooperation. We
continue our cooperation and close working relationship with the
Garden. In the process of our agreement to become independent,
we assumed all rights to Mycologia starting with volume 91
which you are now receiving. All back issues (prior to 1999) are
the property of the Garden and we have agreed to provide them
with 93 exchange subscriptions for the next 10 years. As chair of
the Journal & Publications Committee I agreed to act as the first
Managing Editor as we assumed independence. It has been
necessary to develop a series of protocols with the close
cooperation of the Editor-in-Chief, David Griffin.

In addition, we have the approval of the Mycological Society
for the dues increase from $60 to $80 per year. This is necessary
since we have increased the pagination from about 180 to 225 or
more pages per issue to accommodate the increase flow of
manuscripts.
We are also in the process of redesigning the cover to include
either color or black and white images as well as the inclusion of
color images for appropriate journal papers, both at no extra
charge to the author.
As the Society takes on these responsibilities we have as our
objective to better serve our membership, especially the graduate
students, to increase awareness of the critical role which
mycology plays in the arena of scientific research, and to provide
a quality avenue for the publication of the scientific results of
mycological research.
- Orson K Miller, Jr.

Inoculum
1. 1400 copies of Inoculum are published by Allen Press six
times a year and mailed with Mycologia. Each issue contains the
sections MSA Business, Mycological News, Mycology On-Line,
Mycological Classifieds, Mycological Events, and John Zak's
popular "Mycologist's Bookshelf' as well as 2 lists (Sustaining
members, masthead) and 4 forms (membership, endowment and
contributions, change of address). Usually also included are the
presidential letter, letters to the editor, and extracts from old
newsletters (MSA Memoirs). Issues 49(1) - 50(4) also included:
Inoculum 49r4. Julv/August~- 36 pages. 3drawin~sand 46
photos: Nieves feature on 1998 T-shirt design, Platt and
Commock features on Puerto Rican MSA workshops, Awards,
Annual Reports. The resolution of the photos suffered from
being photographed from hard copy. (This was the last issue sent
to Allen Press in MSWord format. RIP)
Inoculum 49r5. SeptemberIOctober) - 20 pages. 2 drawings
and photos:
Luttrell profile, Longcore Ch~tridsnote,
McIntosh review of Biology of the Fungi. The introduction of (i)
student profiles of "Mentor" mycologists and (ii) reviews of
books to augment those in Mycologia met with considerable
member approval. The editor's address was added to the front
page per member request.
Inoculum 49(6. NovemberlDecember) - 24 pages. 2 photos:
Fogel feature on fungal herbaria, Gams ~ ~ ~ m e n c l a t unote.
ral
"noculum" outlined to correspond to "I" in newsletter logo.
Inoculum 50(1. January/Februarv) - 28 pages. 9 photos: Celio
Alexopoulos profile, Rossman herbarium plea, Norvell ATBI
feature, Awards' Committee poster suggestions, Itumaga review
of Hifomicetes Dernaciaceros de Cuba Enteroblasticos. Two-

The Managing Editor must draw up contracts with the press (a
3 year contract with Allen Press) for publication of Mycologia
and with a management and marketing firm (a one year contract
with Allen Management & Marketing at the present time) to
maintain our membership directory, process renewal notices, new
members, and handling the marketing of Mycologia.
Our first 'Oncern was to make a smooth
in the
tasks of manuscript handling. Copyright forms, page charges,
institutional subscriptions, membership lists, the size of the press
run, and the contracts dealing with the publishing the journal are
all within and a part of the responsibilities of the ME. We were
especially interested in maintaining our institutional
and properly serving our membership. We have an updated
directory which you as an individual can update on-line at our
web page with any recent changes in your mailing address,
telephone and fax numbers, and Email address. The Directory, in
hard copy, has now been reissued and updated. We now have
AllenAir which is more expensive but provides all of our foreign
members and institutional subscribers with prompt air mail
delivery of the journal. (Pedro Crows in South Africa, for
example, received Mycologia only 2 days after mine arrived in
Virginia.) We also sent a grace issue to all institutional subscribers who had not renewed after the second notice.
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toned logo resulted from the publisher photographing a color
version instead of hard-copy.
Inoculum 50(2. MarchJApril) - 28 pages. 3 drawings and 3
photos: Ma, Gu & Dugan feature on ATCC, Momany feature on
science writing. reviews of Large Fungi of South Australia
(Halling) and Atlas of Entomopathogenic Fungi (Humber), This
is biology (Samuels).
Inoculum 50(3. MayIJune) - 32 pages. 3 drawin~sand 8
photos: Farr & Rossman feature on US collections database,
Ruch coverage of 1997 Montreal MSA Foray, Proposed ByLaws revision, Prophytte diatribe on IBCNSA registration
snafus, introduction of a web-site directory of past featured websites.
Inoculum 50(4. Julv/August) -20 pages. 4 drawings and 4
Rossman & Simmons feature on dried voucher preparation, Tulloss and Nowell features on Smoky NP ATBI, Nowell
feature on-Oregon state mushroom, review of-Dictionary of
Plant Pathology (White).

w:

Publications Committee
At the general meeting held in Puerto Rico in 1998, the
publication committee made several recommendations with
regards to the Mycologia Memoir series. These focused on trying
to make the series available to a wider audience, deciding on a
standard format (instructions to authors), and staying with the
new more "friendly" appearance of the series. Severe doubts
were also raised as to whether both Mycologia and Mycologia
Memoirs. were receiving enough publicity. After extensive work
in this regard by Orson Miller, the society is now publishing its
own journal, and also hopes to increase the publicity and
advertising thereof. Furthermore, overseas members are now
receiving journals at about the same time as those in the US. This
is a significant improvement, as journals like the Canadian
Journal of Botany take up to three months to reach Africa after
first appearing in North America.

2. The Council's generous approval of funds for a computer
upgrade and the purchase of Adobe Pagemaker has *greatly*
facilitated the editorial process. The addition of a new zip drive
enables the insertion of digitized photographs with legible
results, although hard glossy copy continues to produce the best
results. The Editor still spends approximately 100 hours per issue
but finds she enjoys it more.

3. DEADLINE for each issue is the fifteenth of the even
numbered months (i.e. August, October, December (Happy
Holidays), February, April, June....). Issues will be mailed by
Allen Press on the fifteenth of odd-numbered months. (NOTE!!!
Deadline for paying dues so that you receive your publications in
a timely manner appears to be WELL before December 1. Pay
your dues as SOON as you get your dues notice. This year again
several members were a couple of months late in getting their
first issues due to dues oversights.)

Concerning Mycologia Memoirs, the new publication agreement with APS Press has proven to be a good and rewarding one,
with APS publishing one volume per year. The series also
receives good publicity, which in turn is also beneficial for the
MSA. Several inquiries were received, however, regarding APS
discount to MSA members. After consultation with Pam Johnson
of the APS about the MSA membership discounts, it was
established that discount on a new volume of the series is for a
limited time only, and occurs simultaneously with the introduc-

4. The editor regularly sends complimentary copies of
Inoculum to feature authors (see above) and to the North
American Mycological Association.
5. Inoculum continues to encourage more input from all
members, particularly brief articles, technical notes, notes of
fame and fortune in mycology, and most especially scientific
illustrations, cartoons, andlor black-and-white photographs.
Electronic submission of text material is preferred - either
within Email proper OR sent as an attachment SAVED AS
MSWord 6.0 for Windows. If sending an attachment that is
OTHER than MSWord for Windows 6.0, please indicate in the
body of the accompanying Email the TITLE and PROGRAM of
the piece. Diskettes sent by snail mail and hard copy (whether
faxed or snail-mailed) are also acceptable. On the other hand,
hard-copy submission of illustrative material is preferred. Photos
and drawings may be sent as TIF (best @ 300dpi) or other
graphics files; but final resolution may suffer. Sending information well before deadline is a virtue to be rewarded by inclusion
in the newsletter.

I
1

members (for a limited time
as well). The member
discount provided to APS and
SA members is 15%.
Comments relating to these
issues can be directed to
members of the publications
committee, or to the Editorin-Chief, David Griffin.
Pedro W. Crous, Chair

6. Recommendation: The Editor feels that production of the
newsletter six times annually is too great a task for One Mere
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-- STANDING AND ROTATING COMMITI'EES

Awards -MSA Distinctions and Student
Our job was to determine the
following awards: Distinguished Mycologist,
Alexopoulos Award, Graduate
Student Fellowships (2),
NAMA-Helen V. Smith
Memorial Award (I), MP
Backus Award (I), and the
Graduate Student presentation awards (4). It is truly an
honor and a privilege for us to
be involved with this process of
Cltairrrrtrrr Gar?
recognizing the excellence that
is the Mycological Society of America. It is not an easy job to
choose to recognize only a few from the many very worthy
nominees and applicants. We warmly congratulate the winners.
We encourage those who did not achieve recognition this year to
apply again next year.
This year we had three nominees for Distinguished Mycologist,
all of whom are distinguished. We could, and did, honor two:
Richard Hanlin (University of Georgia) and Ian Ross University
of California, Santa Barbara). Pedro Crous (University of
Stellenbosch, South Africa) was selected from among four
nominees (one held over from last year) to become the first MSA
member from outside of North America to receive the
Alexopoulos Award. Graduate student awards included the MSA
Graduate Fellowships to Brian Shaw (Comell University) and
Karl Henry (MCP Hahnemann University), NAMA-Helen V
Smith Memorial Award to Cameron Currie (University of
Toronto), and the Myron P Backus Award to Sean Abbott
(University of Alberta).
Four additional awards will be given to students at the St. Louis
meeting but, as there will be no open sessions, we will give
awards to the four best posters. We were instructed by Council to
try to spread the awards among the disciplines found within the
society.
Gary Samuels, Chair
(1996-2000)
Rick Kerrigan
(1998-1999)
Margaret Silliker
(1997-2001)
Luuraine Hawkins
( 1998-2002)

trail of nfirngolposter

Awards -Honorary Members
One nomination was received
and is being reviewed by the
Committee. It is uncertain at
this time whether it will be
forwarded to the Council for
action. Several additional
nominations are in progress but
will not be ready before next
year - 2000.

David J. McLauahlin. Chair

Awards - Martin-Baker Endowment Fund
The Martin-Baker Endowment Fund Committee appointed to
evaluate the applications for research support unanimously
recommends that the application of Dr. David M. Geiser (Department of Plant Pathology, 204 Buckhout Laboratory, Pennsylvania
State University, University Park, PA 16802) be financed.
President George Carroll has been informed of our decision and
enthusiastically supports the committee's choice. [A summary of
D K Geiser's achievements is included above under "1999 MSA
Awards "1.
Sincerely, Kenneth Wells (Chair), Charles W Mims, Kerry
O'Donnell, Ian K. Ross

Awards -Mentor
The 1999 committee consisted of Josephine Taylor (Stephen F.
Austin State University, Nacogdoches, TX) as Chair, Jimmy Clark
(University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY), Jose Herrera (Truman
State University, Kirksville, MO), and Rosalind Lowen (New York
Botanical Garden).
Requests for applications were published in Inoculum 49(6)
(Dec. 1998) and subsequent issues with other awardlprize
materials. An application deadline (April 6, 1999) was set by the
committee near the poster abstract deadline. Awards were set at
$300 per student, plus a ticket to the MSA Breakfast/Business
Meeting.
A total of 12 applications were received by the committee chair.
The committee ranked the applicants using the criteria established by the 1996 Mentor Travel Awards Committee chaired by
Walter Sundberg, and concluded that all 12 students should be
awarded travel support pending the availability of funding. No
committee members had students in the com~etition.

5. MSA President George Carroll and Endowment Committee
Chair Judi Ellzey informed the committee that funding was
sufficient to support 12 travel awards. They suggested omitting
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the Trappe and Fuller Travel Awards for the 1999 meeting,
funding two awards from the Bigelow fund and one award from
each of the remaining funds.
Two students provided addresses for notification of the award so
that they could secure matching funds. The committee chair wrote
letters verifying the award for each of these students.
Mentor award assignments were made honoring the major
professor's request if included in the letter of support, by pairing
research interests of the award winner with the mentor where
possible, and by random assignment of any remaining awards. A
list of the 12 winners of 1999 Mentor Travel Awards [appears
above on pages 1. Award winners were notified initially by E-mail,
then letters were sent to all applicants and to their major professors who wrote supporting letters. Award winners were encouraged to write letters of appreciation (appending a copy of their
application) to mentors or their survivors (if known) as has been
done in previous years. Award winners will be given biographical
sketches of their travel award mentors as they are recognized at
the Business Meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
Josephine Taylor, Chair

Awards -A. H. and H. V. Smith Research Awards
Two proposals were received, however no awards will be given
this year. The Committee Members were disappointed in the
quality of the presentations and strongly recommended that future
applicants receive some guidance, from either mentors or
colleagues, on construction of a research proposal. We look
forward to next year's round of proposals.
Respectfully submitted,

Tim Baroni (chair), Bob Fogel, Jim Trappe and Nancy Weber

Endowment Committee
The Endowment Committee has raised $1 1,473.00 between
August 1, 1998 and July 20, 1999, including the proceeds from
the 1998 MSA Auction ($7,005 .08). The members of the
Endowment Committee are Jeff Stone, Past-Chair; Judi Ellzey,
Chair; Timothy Baroni; Fred Spiegel; Rodney Roberts, and Karen
Snetselaar.
The number of contributors to the Travel Mentor Awards,
Research Awards, and to the Uncommitted Endowment was fortyfour. The current balances in the endowment funds are distributed
as follows:
Alexopoulos Travel Fund = $3,970
Barksdale-Raper Travel Fund=$3,795.11
Bigelow Travel Fund = $9,725.00
Butler Travel Fund = $3,964.00
Denison Travel Fund =$6050.00
Fitzpatrick Travel Fund=$4,525.00
Fuller Travel Fund =$1,000.00
Korf Travel Fund = $4,059.05
Luttrell Travel Fund =$2,650.00
Thiers Travel Fund = $2,795.00

Trappe Travel Fund =$1,100.00
Uecker Travel Fund =$2,865.00
Wells Travel Fund = $2,400.00
Twelve students applied for travel mentor awards this year and
there was adequate funding available to fund all twelve travel
awards.
The balances for the research funds are as follows:
A. H. and H. V. Smith Fund = $24,897.89
Martin-Baker Research Fund= $3 1,101.62
Myron Backus Award Fund= $10,600.00
Alexopoulos Prize Fund = $10,074.83
The Uncommitted Endowment before Investment
=$28,892.95.
The Endowment Committee will be making recommendations
to utilize some of the income from investments on these funds to
enhance many of these above mentioned funds.
Respectfully submitted,
Judi Ellzey, Chair

Finance Committee SUBJECT: Investment Portfolio for the Society (as of May 31
1999)
Our financial advisor, Phyllis Albritton, replaced Mr. Richard
Bohlin, and she is now handling the MSA portfolio. We are in a
favorable investment situation at the present time. There are no
plans to alter the strategy of investing which involves two ladders
composed of 5 five-year federal notes (one series for the endowment funds and one for the operating funds). We now have an
operating fund which has increased to $90,669. We must decide
how much is necessary to have in this fund. Additional money
should be invested. However, with new changes, many unknown,
as we publish Mycologia, there is no need to huny to decide this
question
The past year as has been good for us and is a continuation of
the long term bull market. As of the 31st of Feb. our estimated
portfolio value is: $391,829.82 this includes $227,025.60 in two
bond ladders established for endowment funds and operating
funds. In addition, we have $90,669.08 in our mutual fund and
90,669.08 in the cash fund (held in a money market fund) which
is necessary for operating and publishing the journal and other
expenses. This along with income from our bonds and interest
from our money market fund has increased our estimated yearly
income from investments to $20,743.00.
In each bond ladder a 25,000 bond
will be due 8/15/99 and a second
20,000 due 9130199. Each year one
bond in the endowment funds and
one in the operating funds comes
due. The new five year bonds will be
purchased at auction. This will
renew the two five year ladders.

Orson K Miller Jr, Chairman
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considered for MSA members, who also happen to be ALM
members.

International Committee
In 1997, at the 61st Annual MSA Meeting in Montreal, the
MSA Ad Hoc International Committee was formally recognized
as a standing permanent International Committee (MSAUC). This
move was deemed essential in developing MSA's vital participation in international mycology. Current members include Pedro
Crous, Kevin Hyde (member since June 1998), Jean Lodge,
Orlando Petrini (member until July 1999), Teresa Iturriaga, chair
and Dick Hmlin, past chair.

1997-2000 MSA-IC Objectives

10) Pinpoint the main problems that mycologists encounter in
developing countries.

~

~1998~ ~~~~~t
i
1999
l
~

~

~

~

~

~
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1) MSA and ALM are working towards an agreement - to be
discussed at the Council Meeting in Saint Louis, Missouri in
- that
promote collaboration between members of
both societies. This collaboration would include projects, training,
jobs, literature exchange, attendance at congresses, courses and
workshops.

2) With the help of Drs. Timothy Baroni and Donald Pfistec
funding for BasidiOm~ceteand AscOm~cete
has been granted by NSF (Basidiomycete Course funding is the
only one official yet). These courses will be held August 27-31,
1999 in Caracas-Venezuela just prior to the August 31-September
3 Third Latin American Mycological Congress. Funding cover not
only instructor expenses but also registration for the 50 students
(25 per course). Students will be selected from Latin American
professors in mycological related areas and graduate students
(most from Latin America).

Initial primary objectives of the MSA IC should focus on the
mycological needs and problems faced by developing countries.
Thus the MSA-IC should strive to:
1) Help establish links between foreign students and mycologists (especially those from developing countries) and MSA
members. Such links might be furthered through establishing a
"hotline" or information desk to forward advice and names of
contacts to scientistslstudents in need of counsel.
2) Provide studentslscientists with a list of general (basic)
literature (books, journals) essential for taxonomic or ecological
work in m cology and serve as a source of information on the
location
libraries holding relevant
mycological sources in each
country. This information could be
posted at the MSA web page, and
web pages of local organizations (as
ALM, etc.).

3) Members of the MSA-IC for Asia and Latin America are
searching library holdings information for each of these areas. In
the case of ALM, representatives for
each Latin American country will
compile a list of relevant mycological library resources available. After
completion, the information will be
posted on the MSA web site as well
as on the web pages of local
organizations (e.g. ALM, etc.).
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3) Provide publications to
scientists having only limited access %
to libraries and copy articles for
4) ALM has posted information on
those who cannot get information by:
Latin American mycologists
S
other means. 3) Scan relevant
(addresses, institution, specialty in
literature
as keys
important I~ir~rrintiorinl
Cornmittee mernbe~sLodge, Hyde, fiurriagn (Clrrrir)
the Directory on the ALM web page.
ond Crolrs representing four continents at St Louis
tropical mycological papers for
5) Information on upcoming events and courseslworkshops
access via the MSA web page.
given in Latin American countries and elsewhere is posted
regularly on the ALM Web page.
4) Create a list of expert mycological tropical systematists.

2

5) Organize courses, workshops and training for students and
researchers from developing countries.
6) Centralize information on upcoming events.
7) Create a matchmaker section on the MSAUC section of the
MSA bulletin board for joint project collaboration, experts1
consultants available for fungal identification, specimens/cultures,
booksljournals needed and wanted.
8) Approach organizations such as the ALM (Latin American
Mycological Association) and other local international mycological organizations to establish links.
9) Establish a fund for International Activities that will offer
more scholarships for MSA member students and professionals to
attend MSA Congresses, courses and workshops. Travel scholarships to for the 1999 ALM Congress in Venezuela should also be

20

6) It was proposed to establish an MSA fund for international
activities at the 1998 MSA Council Meeting in Puerto Rico.
While the idea was accepted in general, no firm goals were made
at that time. Now the MSAUC would like to work with the
Endowment Committee in establishing and in determining how
best to develop and provide that funding.
7) Results from a survey posted on the ALM web site (to detect
the main problems encountered by mycologists working in
developing countries) were presented in the talk "State of
mycology in Latin America, with special reference to Venezuela"
at the IBC Symposium: International Members within the MSA:
possibilities for collaboration (Complete results - Estado Actual
del conocimiento de la Micobiota en Venezuela - will be
published by Iturriaga et al. in 1999),.) Most of the 1,093
mycologists on the ALM membership list are from Brazil,
Mexico, Argentina, Venezuela, and Colombia. Latin American

i

~
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mycologists are employed in the fields of medical mycology
(mostly in Brazil, Argentina, Venezuela and Colombia), ecology
(primarily in Mexico, Cuba and Brazil), taxonomy (primarily in
Mexico, Cuba, Argentina and Venezuela), plant pathology,
genetics, molecular biology and biotechnology; physiology &
biochemistry; industrial mycology and edible mushrooms. Main
problems encountered by Latin American mycologists are (1)
economic (e.g. a general lack of governmental funding, trained
mycologists, collaboration, organization and infrastructure) and
(2) insufficient knowledge about mycological biodiversity.

a1999-2000 Goals
1) Create a section for posting relevant MSA-IC information on
the MSA Bulletin Board.
2) Prepare a complete list of systematic mycologists (tropical
experts) create a "matchmaker" MSAUC section on the MSA
Bulletin Board and in Inoculum.

3) Coordinate mycologists willing to scan materials in their
specialties (keys, relevant papers) for posting on the MSA
Website so that mycologists from developing countries could have
access to them. (This was discussed during the Puerto Rico
Symposium ).
Discussion items scheduled for the 1999 MSA Council meeting
in St Louis included the MSA-ALM agreement and a proposal for
including an MSA international activities fund in the long range
planning by the Endowment Committee. We feel it would be very
useful to have funds specifically targeted for international
students and professionals.
Theresa Iturriaga, Chair

Liaison with Amateur Mycological Clubs

and Societies
Members: Jack Murphy (Chair), Elio Schaechter, and Tom Volk
The function of the MSA liaison committee is to serve as a
conduit for information between the MSA and amateur mycological societies, most notably the North American Mycological
Association (NAMA).
There has been little other than routine traffic through this
committee this year, but several events deserve mention. First,
following up on a motion of the Executive Committee at its
midyear meeting, overrun printings of the Inoculum are now being
sent to amateur clubs fully affiliated with NAMA. At little cost to
the MSA, these clubs can now keep abreast of happenings in the
MSA.
NAMA continues to support a $2000 grant to a graduate student
in mycology. This year, the award will be given in the name of Dr.
Helen V. Smith, recently deceased mycologist and wife of
Alexander H,Smith. Next year it will be given in the name of
Chuck Barrows.
The Great Smoky Mountain National Park - All-Taxa Biological
Inventory, Taxonomic Working Group (GSMNP-ATBI, TWIG)is
resulting in considerable cooperation among professional and

amateur mycologists. As of the end of June, over 60 scientists and
other volunteers have offered to help in this endeavor. For more
information, see L. Norvell's articles in Inoculum 50(2):7,
50(3):22 and 50(4):5. At least one new species has been identified
from this effort. The coordinator of the fungal TWIG is Dr.
Lorelei Nowell. Dr. Rod Tulloss and members of the Asheville
Mycological Club (Theresa Rey, President) are coordinating the
macrofungal portion.
Lastly, many MSA members are probably aware of the joint
project of NAMA and the Field Museum to keep voucher
specimens for species identified at NAMA's annual foray. This is
a long-term effort with a primary goal of providing physical
documentation of macrofungal species distributions in North
America, but a new species described every now and then helps
keep the momentum. A boost anived recently from the naming of
Russula avellaneiceps Fatto (sp. nov.) by Ray Fatto. The holotype
collections were made at the first NAMA foray (1977) in which
vouchers were kept; the foray was based near Copper Mountain,
Colorado. Greg Mueller of the Field Museum deserves credit for
encouraging the project and providing herbarium resources to
house it; the Illinois Mycological Association and NAMA have
provided funds to support the effort.
The above is by no means a complete list of amateur-professional cooperation in '98-9, but is offered as evidence of what I
consider a healthy trend in relationships.
Respectfully submitted,
Jack Murphy, Chair

Phytopathology Committee
The MSA Phytopathology Committee met informally at the
annual meeting of the American Phytopathological Society in Las
Vegas on Nov. 9, 1998. We discussed the potential for organizing
a contribution to Inoculum on genomics and bioinformatics,
possible suggestions for the 2000 MSA meeting in Vermont (such
as Influence of Agriculture on Fungal Evolution, or the Role of
Fungal Pathogens in Ecosystem Dynamics), and the need to
orchestrate announcements of each society's meeting in the
other's newsletter.
At the APS meeting, which was held jointly with the Entomological Society of America, a prominent topic of discussion
among forest pathologists and entomologists was invasive species
in general and particularly exotic pathogens and insects. In light
of regulatory issues regarding importation of wood and wood
products that were occumng at the time, it was determined that
the Phytopathology Committee should draft a position letter for
MSA Council. In drafting the letter, we drew on the expertise of
additional members of MSA as well as APS. President Carroll
sent the letter to the Secretary of Agriculture in early December.
The Animal-Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) then
On an advanced notice of proposed
requested public
rules on importation of solid wood packing materials. Drawing
again on an expanded group of scientists, we submitted to Council
a6-page response detailing the need for strong and consistently
enforced regulations and commenting on the importance of
preventing new introductions, pretreatment vs. inspection, pest
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risk assessments, count~y-by-countryrestrictions, mitigation
measures, reinfestation, etc. The final letter was submitted by
President Carroll to APHIS in March.
Respectfully submitted,
James J. Worrall, Chair

Sustaining Members Committee
Accomplishments: The Report submitted February 27, 1999
outlines the rocky transition this committee has had in taking over
from the previous chair (Dr. Zamir K. Punja) and in dealing with
Allen Press. Please refer to the February report for more-thanyou-want-to-know about these topics.
Since March, there has been an improvement in communications with Allen Press. Ms. Linda Hardwick has been assigned to
handle MSA accounts. She has been responsive and helpful. A list
of renewed Sustaining Members was obtained - finally - in April,
1999. That's the good news. The bad news is that there are only
19 Sustaining Members for 1999. The 19 Sustaining Members
are: American Cyanamid, Amycel-Spawn Mate, Carolina
Biological, Dowelanco, Fungi Perfecti, Genencor International,
Lane Science Equipment, Novartis Pharma, Novartis Seeds,
Pioneer Hi-Bred, Pfizer, Phillips Mushroom Farms, Rohm &
Haas, Schering Plough, Sylvan American, Triarch, Uniroyal
Chemical, and Warner-Lambert. Each of the 1999 Sustaining
Members was sent a thank you letter. In the letter, MSA offered to
provide links between the MSA web site and the company's home
page. Two of the Sustaining Members (Carolina Biological and
Sylvan Mushrooms) contacted Tom Volk about establishing the
links. In addition, both David Gr~fith,Editor of Mycologia, and
Lorelei Norvell, Editor of Inoculum, were sent the revised
Sustaining Membership list for printing in their respective
publications.
Lilly has promised to become a Sustaining Member but has not
yet sent the check. After extensive correspondence with Dick
KO$ Mycotaxon is re-establishing its Sustaining Membership.
Discussions have been held with Allen Press about the way in
which the subscription lists are maintained, and about possible
ways in which to improve the membership renewal process. It is
hoped that this year both the renewal process and the attempt to
find new members will be regularized in cooperation with Allen
Press.
Expenses: $126.71 (Stationary -- $59.31, Telephone -- 65.00,
Copying -- 2.40)
Future plans: Next year I will visit Allen Press to discuss
Mycologia. At that time, I will also discuss Membership lists and
the best way in which to ensure that Sustaining Member renewals
are sent out in a timely manner. Several big companies (Merck,
Abbott) have fallen off our lists because the individuals who used
to handle the accounts have retired and our system did not notice
the transition. DuPont has fallen off our lists because the Sustaining Member renewal has not gotten to Rick Howard in quite a
while.
To quote Rick Howard, who once served as Chair of this

Committee: "Don't let existing Sustaining Members go. It is far
easier to maintain Sustaining Members than to find new ones." He
went on to tell me how he once assembled a mailing list and sent
300 letters but did not receive a single new Sustaining Member
for MSA, and to remind me of the importance of personal
contacts.
It is my understanding
the several members of
the Sustaining Members
Committee are reaching
the end of their terms.
Therefore, I suggest that
it is of the utmost
importance to replace
these retiring members
with new individuals whc
have personal contacts in
industry.

Joan W. Bennett, Chair

Teaching Committee
1. Working with Dr. Mike Tansey, the committee has prepared
an updated version (second edition) of the poster "What can you
do with training in Mycology." The revision was assembled from
suggestions from more than 300 people, including the MSA
leadership. The Teaching Committee will display the poster at the
IBC. The poster will read, This list of vocations and avocations
was compiled and published by the Mycological Society of
America's Committee on Teaching. Committee members are
Nicholas Money, Don Ruch (Chair), Carol Stiles, Walter
Sundberg, and Michael Tansey. This poster was inspired by a
poster prepared for general biology by Scott, Foresman, and
Company, Educational Publishers. Their permission to use their
creative concepts and format is gratefully acknowledged. This list
of vocations and avocations is not exhaustive. We have tried to
illustrate the breadth of uses of training in mycology, including
those occupations and hobbies we are aware of through our own
experience and that of our colleagues and former students. We
have left open spaces on this poster for you to write in additional
names of vocations and avocations that use training in mycology.
Originals of the poster, as well as several thousand copies, will be
available at the poster demonstration at the IBC in St Louis.
2. The Committee received one nomination for the William H.
Weston Award for Excellence in Teaching. Dr. Walter J. Sundberg,
Southern Illinois University, was nominated by Dr. Greg M.
Mueller. By unanimous vote, the Committee agreed to designate
Dr. Sundberg the 1999 William H. Weston Awardee.
3. After consulting with President George Carroll, Don Ruch
has submitted a request for $287.50 to cover some of the cost of
creating a web resource incorporating the MSA slide collection.
The request includes two items: (1) Four Zip discs at $7.70 each
(for $30.00) and (2) 50 student hours at $5.15 each (for $257.50).
Ball State University will match student hours two to one; that is,
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Ball State will donate 100 student hours. The web page will be
housed at Ball State University and be linked from the MSA
Homepage.
4.The Committee published a list of mycology textbooks for use
in an introductory course. The list was no doubt incomplete, but it
should assist those individuals in search of a textbook for an
introductory course. The first list was published in Inoculum
50(3): 19. A second list containing additional books [was]
published in Inoculum 50(4).
Sincerely,

Donald G. Ruch, Chair

1999 ANNUAL REPORTS

- - EX-ORFICIO AND AD HOC COMMI'ITEES

Foray Committee

responsibility of the Program Committee have been assumed by
the IBC. These include registration, abstract submissions, and
program production. Registration, abstract submission and
publication, the schedule of events, and other information have
been made available on the IBC website. Abstracts also were
published in hard copy form and made available in St. Louis.
Another change necessitated by our meeting with the IBC was
that the graduate student presentation awards were- based solely on
poster presentations since this is the only format available for
non-invited contributions. Tasks completed by the Committee are
as follows:
1. The Chair made arrangements (rooms, catering, AV, ticketing,
etc.) for the following meetings and events:
Sunday (811)): 7:OOam-1:30 pm Council Meeting with
breakfast & lunch
Monday (812)): 8:OO-9:00 am Annual Lecture by ????
Read and 6:30-8:00 pm
with refreshments
Tuesday (813)): 8:OO-9:00 am Presidential Address by
George Carroll and 7:30-10:OO pm Endowment Committee
Meeting, and 8:OO-10:OO pm Ascomycete discussion
Wednesday (814)): 7:30-9:00 am MSA Breakfast &
Business Meeting and Mycologia Editorial Board Meeting
Thursday (815): 7:OO-10:OOpm Annual MSA Auction &
Social

forayer.^ hoverrng near waterfountarn rlirrlng Jrrlv 31 orrentatron

1. The annual Mycological Society of America foray was held
on Saturday, July 31 in Castlewood State Park 25 miles southwest
of St. Louis on the Ozark Plateau (See Inoculum 50(4): 1).
2. The Committee recommends that the Society express its
sincere appreciation to Dr. Johann N. Bruhn and Dr. Jeanne D.
Mihail, University of Missouri, and Mr. Mark Robbins, Ball
State University, for their assistance. Without their help, the foray
would not have been possible.
Sincerely,
DonaM G. Ruch, Chair
A much longer report was submitted by Dr R~rchsubmined on July I , but
most has already been published on the front page of Inoculum 50(4). Don
will be submit aJinal1999 Foray Report with photos in afuture issue -after participating forayers send in tlzeir identifications.

Program Committee -

2, The Symposium Committee (Linda Kohn and Faye Mumin,
chair) reviewed eight applications for $6000 of symposium
funding provided by the MSA. The following distribution of funds
was approved (a more detailed report has been provided by Chair
Murrin):
Ascomycete systematics: testing morphological-based
hypotheses of phylogeny. Shearer and Ericksson, organizers.

Chair: Al Tonilli, Biology Dept., George Mason University
Symposium Committee Chair: Faye Murrin, Dept. of Biology,
Memorial University Abstracts Organizer: Jim Anderson,
Dept. of Botany, University of Toronto

Cell biology offilamentous fungi: morphogenesis and
pathogenesis. Howard and Read, organizers. $950.
Recent advances in lichenology: molecular approaches to
solving issues related to species complexes, conservation,
genetics, and the evolution of life history features. Lutzoni

Because the 63rd Annual Meeting of the MSA is being held in
conjunction with The International Botanical Congress in St.
Louis, MO , August 1-7, 1999, a number of tasks normally the
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and Crespo, organizers. $800.
Evolutionary relationships within the fungi: molecular
perspectives on morphological and ecological evolution.
Bruns and Sugiyama, organizers. $850.
Evolution in clonal fungi. Anderson and Stenlid, organizers. $500.
Endophytic fungi: biodiversity, evolution and ecology.
Stone and Schultz, organizers. $800.
Global change and mycorrhizae. Allen and Allen,
organizers, $800.
Teleomorph and anamorph connections: tlze genus for
genus concept. Samuels and Crous, organizers. $500.
3. Jim Anderson provided
a link between the MSA
web page and that of the
IBC so that the membership could access abstracts
and other information
concerning the Congress.
Respectfully submitted,

Albert R Torzilli,
Program Chair

Ad hoc MSA Membership Services Committee
President George Carroll appointed the ad hoc membership
services committee at the mid-year Executive Council meeting
held in Eugene, Oregon, February 1999. The committee (Maren
Klich, Rick Howard and Mary Palm, Chair) was charged with
evaluating other possible management service providers. Mem-

bership services are currently provided by Allen Marketing and
Management (AM&M).
Bids for membership services were requested from 4 possible
providers and were received from three:
American Institute of Biological Sciences (AIBS)
Carden-Jennings (CJ)
Member Service Advantage - Sandy Burdsall (SB).
Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology
(FASEB) declined to submit a bid at this time. APS was not
contacted because we had previously received bids from them.
Additionally, a number of officers of scientific societies similar to
ours were contacted in order to obtain information about their
management services. These ranged from purely volunteer to
maintaining their own business ofice with permanent, paid
personnel.
Copies of each of the bids have been sent to the Secretary with
this report.
At this point we need to discuss the various options and
determne whether we want
to make a change and if so,
what kind of change we
should make and how much
we are willing to pay for
those services. This
discussion should be in
conjunction with the
committee involved in
determining our electronic
activities and capabilities.

-

Sincerely,

S

Mary E. Palm,
Past President
Mycological Society of America

:

2

5

1999 ANNUAL REPORTS --REPRESENTATIVES
American Institute of Biological Sciences (AIBS)
The American Institute of Biological Sciences Council met in
Washington, DC on November 22"d, 1998. Outgoing president
Gary Barrett chaired the meeting. President Barrett stressed the
importance of involvement of AIBS and member organizations in
public policy and politics. AIBS has been assessing its role in lieu
of many societies meeting independently. As president Barrett
stated, the role of AIBS seems to have evolved from bringing
societies together into large annual meetings into bringing them
together in smaller discussion groups such as the member
societies 'Presidents' Summit' schedule for November 1999, and
the various roundtables scheduled throughout the year in Washington, DC Roundtables such as those on habitat conservation and
teaching about evolution have already occurred or are scheduled.
Gary Barrett calls AIBS role one of "integrative science" which

seems to be the most beneficial to a society such as MSA where
we can have a voice in larger science issues as part of the
collective body called AIBS. Members of MSA are encouraged to
participate in activities sponsored by AIBS throughout the year.
MSA members can participate in the Scientific Peer Advisory and
Review Services (SPARS) program at AIBS as consultants and
join the AIBS roster of Education Consultants to get involved in
elementary, secondary, and undergraduate educational projects.
Publications are now available through AIBS such as the Congressional Handbook, Alternative Careers for Scientists, and brochures on Careers in Biology.
1. The following are specific items from the AIBS Council
meeting that may be of interest to MSA and that may require
Council action:

2. MSA is entitled to a free one-half page, black and white,
camera ready advertisement in BioScience every year. The issue to
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advertise in and deadlines for the ad should be discussed by
council.

3. There is a discussion about an all-society membership
directory in print and CD-ROM. Individual societies will maintain
control of their sections. Presidents from each society are to be
contacted. Is MSA interested?
4. Involvement of students in AIBS is being encouraged. The
student rate has been reduced to $20.00 per year and AIBS student
chapters at colleges and universities are being discussed and again
being encouraged. A new grants-in-aid program is being discussed
to support projects by student chapters. A renewed Education
Committee (of which I am now a member) has been working on
new ideas for encouraging more education activities. A new
Journal was proposed on science education but more emphasis in
BioScience with a possible focus issue was decided as the best
alternative at present.

5.
and
of the Inember
cOnflssional fellows. Sometimes multiple societies work together in
sponsorship. Is MSA interested in participating in this program to
a person? A package of
On MSA
be
sent to Laura Rodriguez, the current fellow.

6. A special issue of BioScience is being discussed called
Microgardens: Living
Collections. Nancy Morin with the
American Association of Botanical Gardens and Arboreta is
organizing this. Interested individuals should contact her directly.
7. AIBS staff is available to member organizations to help
organize annual meetings.

8. Meeting rooms are available free of charge to MSA at AIBS
offices in downtown Washington, DC (12 persons at a time) and
Dulles airport (30 persons at a time).
9. Gregory J Anderson took over as president of AIBS at the end
of the Council meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
Bob R. Pohlad, MSA Representative to AIBS council

Association of Systematic Collections
The Association of Systematics Collections (ASC) is an
institutional membership organization serving the broad interests
of natural history museums, botanical gardens, and other institutions housing systematics collections in North America. Their
goal is to maximize opportunities for institutions housing
collections, including participation in discussion of important
scientific and societal questions, broadening of funding opportunities, and increase awareness of the contributions of collections.
ASC strives to increase the impact of their representational
activities by forming alliances with the National Academy of
Sciences, the American Institute of Biological Sciences, the
Society for Preservation of Natural History Collections, and the
American Association for the Advancement of Science. There are
currently three active committees: Biosystematics and Law;
Databases and Networking, and Public Education.

The staff is small, two full-time employees and two part-time
staff assistants. The small staff may have been the cause of some
of my problems trying to inform them I was the new representative for the MSA, replacing Jim Ginns. For a short period,
clicking on their URL (http~llwww~ascoll~org)
linked you to an
unrelated
enterprise. These problems seem to be
solved.
The annual meeting of ASC was held in Cleveland, Ohio on the
23rd and 24th of April. The sessions included: Long Range
Collections Planning and Strategic Partnerships in Funding. A
workshop was also held on Funding. The workshop panelists
included representatives of both private foundations and government programs (NSF, NBJI, USGS, IMLS).
The two copies of the 'Washington Initiative' that I received
included preliminary information on FY 2000 appropriations to
NSF and ILMS, and positions on various Congressional bills, i.e.,
Information Anti-piracy Act [HR 3541. HR 354 increases
individual ownership rights for collections of infomation and
databases. ASC has joined a coalition opposing HR 354, in its
present
because of its effects on the free flow of infomation among scientists. ASC also feels that members should be
concerned about how the proposed amendment of the Freedom of
Information Act, OMB Circular A1 10, requiring federal grantee
information be available through Freedom of Information Act
Access (FOIA) will affect research at their institutions. The June

1999
be devoted
a status rep0rt
and update on the array of taxonomic and related large-scale
databasing proposals and initiatives that have been proposed in
the USA and globally.
Finally, the ASC has asked me to help them expand their
databases of taxonomic experts (TRED) and research-quality
systematics collections and associated information resources
(DRSC). They would like MSA to provide a mailing list for a
'one-time distribution of surveys, with a note from you or your
society endorsing the effort and encouraging participation.' In
addition, (1) they would also like a link from the MSA website to
the ASC website, which includes background information on the
databases; (2) publication of information about the TRED and
DRSC databases in Inoculum; (3) provide information and signup forms for the databases at our next annual meeting; and (5)
MSA sharing of any database that provides information on
members' specific expertise. I am contacting the website committee about request 1 and the Inoculum editor about request 2. I am
unable to attend the MSA meeting this year and will try to find
someone to implement request 3. The request for the mailing list
and sharing of database information (request 5) may be issues that
the Council should consider.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert Fogel, MSA Representative to ASC

American Type Culture Collection
The ATCC Board of Scientific Directors convened for its Annual
Meeting on November 5, 1998 in conjunction with the Dedication
Ceremony for the ATCC's new Corporate Headquarters in
Manassas, VA. During his report, CEO Raymond Cypess summa-
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rized both the ATCC's accomplishments for 1998 and its corporate goals for 1999 as follows:
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF 1998 GOALS
I. RAISE REVENUES:
A. Raise gross operating revenues by 7.5% - Anticipating
increase between 5 and 6%, 3% under budget.
B. Maintain 1997 distribution and accession level - CRSI
Operations are working to decrease backlog of replenishments
and new accessions.
C. Increase total grants & contracts revenues by 20% Anticipating increase by 30% or more.
D. Dispose of Maryland real estate - All Maryland
buildings sold.
11. IMPROVE PROCESSES:
A. Business Process Reengineering through enterprise
system installation. Business Process-Reengineering Team has
been formed and is working with Collection Scientists to
definelconfigure the Enterprise System and the Lab protocols
to compliment each other.
B. Qualiw Assurance/Quality Control P r o g r a m expanded:- Procedures built into enterprise system as part of
BPR effort. Recruitment for Quality Assurance Director in
process.
C. Develop Implementation Plan for Central Production: ScienceIOperations Committee formed. Implementation plan
developed to define when and how the general Central
Production process will be launched. Manager and staff hired
and testing phase for EVB. Transformation and Mycoplasma
testing underway. Production lab operational by year end.
D. Redesign Customer & Technical Service functions: New Manager of Customer Service and Vice President of
Customer Service and Marketing hired. Customer Service
Process improvements and training underway.
111. STRENGTHEN & EXPAND SCIENCE:
A. Meet accessioning goals: On target for meeting goal.
B. Recruitment of CRS management and science positions:
- Recruitment process in place and underway. CRS is in the
process of recruiting a Division Director for Microbiology,
Yeast Geneticist, Virologist, Molecular Biologist and
Bacteriologist.
C. Establish 2 new research labs: - Dr. Barnes and Dr. Wu
research labs established.
D. Desigdlmplement IB3 Cores: - Joint Staff Committee
appointed to support core definition and formation. DNA
Sequencing, Bioinformatics, and Microbial Authentication
Core established. New Education/Workshops and Fermentation Cores are being designed for implementation in 1999.
E. Establish Special Collection: Negotiations in progress.
IV. RELOCATE
A. Implement physical move with minimal disruption. Physical move occurred with all permits in place and minimal
disruption to operations. Culture collection was relocated with
no loss of material.

B. Implement Phase III of Human Resources Relocation Plan. Successfully accomplished, critical staff recruited and trained
prior to relocation, relocation programs implemented and
Workforce Services Program implemented.
CORPORATE GOALS FOR 1999
RAISE REVENUES
Maintain 1998 distribution levels
Increase planned year 2000 grants & contracts revenues by
20% over 1999
Increase service revenues by 15%
Achieve endowment goal of $500,000 net
STRATEGIC PLANNING & POSITIONING
Develop long term strategic plan that includes science,
business development, and operations components
Continue implementation of Strategic Marketing Plan
Develop strategy and program to protect proprietary
rights of ATCC products and services
IMPROVE PROCESSES
Full implementation of CentraI Accessioning System
Assess employee training needs and developldeliver
programs
Full implementation of Support & Service module of QAD
Establish Cost Accounting System
Establish QAJQC Program
Implement Centralized Production
STRENGHTHEN & EXPAND SCIENCE
Develop and implement Business Development &
Acquisition Strategy
Complete Strategic Science Recruitment Plan
Strengthen resources in support of priority target market
areas
Continue to diversify grants & contracts support
It was also announced at the meeting that the National Institute
of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), a component of the
NIH, has awarded the ATCC a seven-year contract in access of $1
million /year for the establishment of a Malarial Research and
Reference Reagent Repository. This new repository will:
1) Acquire parasite, vector
and relevant host cell reagents
by donation or procurement.
2) Ensure their standardization, characterization and
documentation.
3) Provide these materials to
qualified investigators throughout the world at only the cost of
shipping.
Respectfully submitted,
Albert I? Tonilli, ATCC
Representative

MSA BUSINESS concluded
US National Committee for the
International Union of Microbiological Societies (IUMS)
The US National Committee for the International Union of Microbiological
Societies met on September 11, 1998. The primary purpose of the meeting
was to consider whether to submit an US bid to host the IUMS Congress in
2005. After consideration of presentations by various individuals experienced
in planning andlor hosting such a meeting, the committee decided to develop
a bid. Nancy Elder was charged with collecting information about potential
sites and developing guidelines and specifications for the meeting. The plan
developed by Nancy was considered and refined by committee members via
e-mail.
A second meeting of the committee was held on April 17, 1999. At this
meeting, travel requests for the Sydney IUMS Congress were reviewed and
awards determined. Various election and program issues pertaining to the
Sydney Congress were discussed. Various
venues for holding the IUMS Congress in
2005 were considered. The committee
decided to submit a bid for hosting the
meeting in San Francisco and details of
the bid were determined. The Microbiological Society of America will assume
financial responsibility for the congress
if the bid is accepted. Also discussed at
the meeting were the roles of IUMS and
USNC in supporting Diversitas, a new
committee for biodiversity research. The
committee was highly supportive of
Diversitas activities.
Respectfully submitted,
Carol Shearer, MSA USNCAUMS
Representative

ANNOUNCEMENTS
IMPORTANT!! Be Y2K compliant and
renew in October to avoid Mycologia &
Inoculum delays. Do NOT wait until
December to renew your membership!
Participants of the Castlewood State Park
MSA Foray -- ATTENTION!! Richard
Love, CSP Superintendent, would like a list
of fungi collected during our Society foray. I
have received a list of fungi collected by
several of you, but I know that several others
have indicated that you would send a list to
me by e-mail. As I would like to complete
and publish the final list in lnoculum before
the end of the year, please Email me your
lists -- collection/herbarium numbers if
available -- as soon as possible. Thanks for
your assistance; it is greatly appreciated.
Phone: 765.285.8829 FAX 765.285.8804
<druch@bsu.edu>. -- Donald G. Ruch,
Foray Coordinator
The MSA Committee on Teaching has
revised the MSA's 2-color, 1 1x17-inch poster
that advertises uses of training in mycology.
The purpose of this artistically formatted
poster is to attract students to mycology
courses. Copies of the poster are available
without cost from Mike Tansey, Dept. of
Biology, Jordan Hall 142, Indiana Univ.,
Bloomington, IN 47405 USA
<mtansey @ indiana.edu,.

MYCOLOGICAL NEWS
NEWS OF MEMBERS
Hambleton
1999 Weresub Awardee
Dr. Sarah
Hambleton, a
postdoctoral
fellow with
Keith Seifert in
the Systematic
Mycology1
Botany section
at Agriculture
and Agri-Food
touring St Lorris
(ottawa)
was awarded this year's prestigious

Canada

Weresub Award by the Canadian
Botanical Association during the
International Botanical Congress in St.
Louis. This honor, bestowed annually
for the best mycological paper by a
Canadian graduate student, was
awarded for "The genus Oidiodendron:
species delimitation and phylogenetic
relationships based on nuclear ribosomal DNA analysis" (Mycologia (90:
854-868). The renowned Agriculture
Canada mycologist Luella K. Weresub,
after whom the award is named, was
known for her intellectual rigour and
love of languages; her family decided

to honor her memory by encouraging
talented Canadian scientists who
publish early in their careers.

..,-------Nancy Smith Weber, morel specialist and innovator of PezWeb, formally
became Senior Research Associate
Professor in the Department of Forest
Science at Oregon State University in
Corvallis on July 1. In addition to her
usual ascomycete taxonomic research,
she is mastering Art with the Digital
Camera (if her posted Astroemia photo
is any indication).

MYCOLOGICAL NEWS continued
Mycology on NPR
On July 9 George Hudler (Magical
Mushrooms, Mischievous Moulds,
1999, Princeton University Press) and
Moselio Schaechter (In the Company
of Mushrooms, 1997, Harvard University Press) held the nation's ear for one
hour during Talk of the Nation Science Friday (National Public
Radio). When asked to sum up the
experience, Elio wrote,
"The program did cover global
aspects of the fungi, i.e., their role as
the supreme recyclers, their abundance
(which I have in my book as a minimum of 2 tons of fungal biomass per
human being), their variety, etc. The
other guest, George Hudler (Cornell,
Plant Pathology) described the Irish
famine (etiology fungal??). The
questions were quite varied (if on the
low-browish side) and included (i)
experiences with poisoning (pretty
wild - the guy ate a whole smorgasbord of things that included amanitincontaining Amanitas plus who know
what else), (ii) a trip, (iii) a fellow who
seemed worried about the fact that he
eats too many store-boughten mushrooms and doesn't wash them (I told
him he was eating bits of composted,
sterilized horse manure, which
wouldn't hurt, but what's the big deal
about wiping them?) and (iv) dry rot. I
think that the fungi came out ahead.
I'm told by several people that they
enjoyed the program and found it
entertaining and informative. Moi, I
was a bit edgy at the start, sitting in a
dark studio with gigantic earphones
and peering at a black, bulbous,
threatening looking microphone, but in
time I warmed up to it. Hudler seemed
to have no trouble."

Peripatetic Mycology
The University of Tennessee Ronald
Petersen - Karen Hughes labs hosted
guest "faculty" members Scott
Redhead and Lorelei Norvell (with
husband Todd) at their annual Mycol-

ogy Week from July 11-18 at the
Biological Field Station in Highlands,
North Carolina. Also in attendance
were Jiankang Jin, Dirk Kruger, Ed
Lickey, Juan Luis Mata, Nadia
Psurtseva, David Sime and possibly
the most abundant, colorful array of
macrofungi ever seen by the visitors.
(Ron, who with Karen brought in three
prime and photogenic Squamanita
specimens, later commented that it
was the best Highlands mushroom
season in 25 years). The group, joined
by Joey Spatafora (who persuaded
everyone to collect what seemed to be
a record-breaking number of
Cordyceps), alternated long stints in
the microscope or culture lab with
barbecued ribs, pizza and toothpick
poker.

Ron Petersen, Scott Redhead and
Nadia Psurtseva returned on September 2 after spending a very enjoyable
ten days collaborating with Alexander
Kovalenko of the V.L. Komarov
Botanical Institute in St. Petersburg,
Russia.
Mexican Mycological Society
President Felipe San Martin was
among those who attended the 3rd
Latin American Congress in Caracas,
Venezuela from August 26-September
3. While there San Martin presented
"New Taxa of Mexican Xylariaceae
collected during 1997 and 1998" in
one of the symposia. Beforehand, he
and Washington State University's
Jack Rogers conducted an Ascomycete workshop for 25 interested
graduate students and teachers.

Passages
Dr. Lekh Raj Batra died of a
cerebral hemorrhage on May 20, 1999
at the age of 69. Born in the Thar
desert of western Punjab where he
grew up in a traditional "Arora Hindu"
joint family, he attended high school in
Lahore before he and his family
became during the Indian Partition of
1947. After receiving his BS and MS
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in Botany from Punjab University and
serving briefly as a lieutenant in the
Indian Anny, he emigrated to the
United States in 1956. Dr. Batra
received his PhD from Cornell
University in 1958 and taught at
Swarthmore College and the University of Kansas before joining the
USDA Agricultural Research Service
in Beltsville, Maryland in 1967. Dr.
Batra was considered an expert in the
systematics of Monilinia and published more than 130 papers and four
books (including Mycologia Memoirs
#16, his 1991 Monilinia monograph)
on mycology, plant pathology, botany,
biotechnology and ecology. His
publications on insect-associated fungi
brought him worldwide fame and his
report in Science on the ability of
fungi to induce floral mimicry to
attract pollinators and disperse fungal
spores became a classic study. After
retirement in 1994 until his death, Dr.
Batra served as Area Coordinator of
Food and Agriculture in UNESCO's
Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems.
He is survived by his wife Suzanne, a
son, daughter, two sisters and two
brothers.
On September 2, 1999 long-term
MSA Member Dr. Richard L.
Homola passed away from esophageal
cancer at the age of 65. After receiving
his BS from Muhlenberg College
(Allentown, Pennsylvania), MS from
the University of Vermont and PhD
from the University of Michigan
(where he studied with Alexander H.
Smith), Professor Homola taught at the
University of Maine in Orono until his
retirement in 1994. His service as a
teacher and resource for amateur
mycologists gained him the North
American Mycological Association's
Award for Contributions to Amateur
Mycology in 1997. Alan Bessette
wrote in the NAMA newsletter,
Mycophile, "Although his graduate
research focused on the genus Pluteus,
he studied many additional genera and
developed a broad knowledge of fungi.
This has made him one of the finest

generalists in mycology, resulting in
his being very much in demand at
local, regional and national forays....
During his tenure at the University of
Maine, Dick continued his mycological research and distinguished himself
as a scholar by authoring numerous
professional papers and several guides
to mushroom identification. His works
include a three part color series
entitled The Ectomycorrhizal of
Maine: A Listing of Hygrophorus,
Lactarius and the Boletaceae with the
Associated Hosts." Bessette also noted
that Homola was an excellent photographer and botanical illustrator whose
work was published both in his own
papers as well as in numerous other
publications. Dick is survived by wife
Alma, two daughters, and a granddaughter.

ADDRESSES (New or corrected)
- George Carroll's phone number
is incorrectly listed in the Directory.
The proper number is 541.346.4522.

- Roy Halling's Email address has
erroneously acquired an extra letter in
the recently published MSA Directory.
His Email has NOT changed and
remains <rhalling @nybg.org>.
- Nancy Weber's address has
changed since the Directory. Emails
should now be sent to
<webern@fsl.orst.edu> [preferred] or
<Nancy.S.Weber@orst.edu> [backup].
Mail should be sent to Dr. Nancy
Weber, Department of Forest Science,
321 Richardson Hall, Oregon State
University, Corvallis, OR 9733 1-5752
- Jim Worrall has a new address:
USDA Forest Service, 216 N Colorado
St., Gunnison CO 81230; (907) 641047 1, <jworrall/r2_gmug@fs.fed.us>

The GSMNP-ATBI Diaries
Fungal TWIG Diary Entry 4:
First we would like to thank an
extremely generous anonymous

patron who donated $1000 for the
Fungal TWIG. This was matched by
the Great Smoky Mountain National
Park Natural History Assocation,
giving our TWIG $2000 more to help
defray expenses. (I am also taking this
opportunity to thank Ron Petersen for
funding my visit to North Carolina,
thus enabling me to collect in the
Smokies as well as take part in the
July 10 'Butterflies' transect work.) At
this time, the funds are being used for
much-needed photocopying, film,
dryers, collection gear, reagents, zip
locks, and travel expenses. We hope
that our small budget will continue to
grow.
While there was an abundance of
macrofungal sporocarps greeting
volunteers of the Butterflies of the Soil
Pilot Study during the June and July
transects, few fungi were visible on
August 8 and a recent mini-drought
has thwarted the careful planning
Macrofungal TWIG Coordinator Rod
Tulloss. With the rains accompanying
Humcane Dennis by-passing the
Smokies, on-site coordinator Theresa
Rey has canceled the late August and
September collection forays. During
June, July and early August, however,
volunteers were worked hard; to date
the team has collected and described
441 collections (182 on transect).
Jerry Sheine, Rod lblloss and Hank
Mashburn have managed to photograph all transect collections (and
most off transect collections) so that
Jeny can place all photos on CD. Both
color and written descriptions will
greatly facilitate expert identification
of the dried vouchers. Our "Butterflies" poster highlighted both fungi
and volunteers and elicited much
favorable comment, both at the annual
MSA meeting1 International Botanical
Congress in St. Louis and at the annual
NAMA foray in Cape Girardeau.
New eagerly awaited TWIG volunteers include Dr. Larry Grand and
Caroline Vernia (North Carolina State
U -Aphyllophorales (polypores and
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resupinates), Dr. Jim Johnson (Duke

- Tricholomataceae), Dr. Harold W
Keller (Central Missouri U - Tree
Canopy Macrofungi and Myxomycetes), Ed Lickey (U of Tennessee
-- Basidiomycetes), Dr. Rosalind
Lowen (New York Botanical Garden
- Pyrenomycetes), Dr. Walt
Sundberg (Southern Illinois University - Lepiotaceae) and Dr. Else
Vellinga (University of California Lepiota). We welcome all those who
would join us in collecting or identifying our finds. - Lorelei Norvell,
Fungal TWIG Coordinator

Slime Mold TWIG Diary Entry 1:
New members of the Slime Mold
TWIG (Taxonomic Working Group) of
the ATBI being camed out in the Great
Smoky Mountains are David Mitchell
(England), Yura Novozhilov (Russia),
Hank Mashburn, Donna Moore, and
Fred Spiegel. Steve Stephenson,
David Mitchell, and one of Steve's
students (Adam Rollins) spent four
days collecting in the Smokies in midJuly. Their efforts yielded a number of
species of myxomycetes not previously known to occur in the Park.
Since last September, members of the
Slime Mold TWIG have devoted a
total of more than 200 hours to their
ongoing survey of the protostelids,
dictyostelids, and myxomycetes of the
Smokies. A poster describing the slime
mold component of the ATBI was
presented at the Third International
Congress on the Systematics and
Ecology of Myxomycetes, held during
the period of July 26-30 in Beltsville,
Maryland. - Steve Stephenson, Slime
Mold TWIG Coordinator
-

-

-

- -

- -

-

Compilation of Fungal Biocontrol
Specialist Directory Underway
Tariq Butt of the University of
Wales in Swansea, Mark Goettel of
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada in
Lethbridge, Alberta and Bernard
Papierok of the Institut Pasteur in
Paris France are compiling the
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Directory of Specialists Involved in
the Development of Fungi as
Biocontrol Agents.
Dr. Butt notes, '"There is increasing
interest in the development of fungi
for the control of pests, weeds and
diseases. Fungal biocontrol is an
exciting and rapidly developing
research area with implications for
plant productivity, animal and human
health, and food production. Research
laboratories continue to build a
critically important knowledge base
and the first products of real utility are
now appearing in the marketplace.
This area pulls together a number of
important disciplines such as pathology, ecology, genetics, physiology,
mass production, formulation and
application strategies." The three
compilers, in association with the
British Mycological Society, Society
for Invertebrate Pathology and International Association for Biological
Control are looking for sponsors that
will enable distribution of the Directory at minimal cost. The Directory
will also be available on the internet.
"The directory should benefit all
those interested in the fundamental
and applied aspects of fungal
biocontrol, including:
- Researchers needing a directory
to identify prospective partners
for collaborative projects
- Government agencies wishing to
identify specialists for advice or
consultancy work
- Industry needing to collate
information for registration
purposes
-Academics and students wishing
to obtain information for teaching purposes and publications.
Contributors should note that
submission of data is taken as approval
that the information can be distributed
free and in its entirety at the discretion
of the editors."
Although the stated deadline for
inclusion in the directory has elapsed,
those wishing to be included should
contact Tariq M. Butt, School of

consultants do not give medical
advice. It is the responsibility of the
medical personnel involved in the case
to prescribe treatment. However, the
+44.1792.295374 FAX +44.1792.295447
consultant can perform a great service
EDITOR"^ NOTE: In the Mycological
by knowing what types of poisonings
Calendar published in the last Inoculum
occur from various mushrooms, as
50(4), the University of Wales was
inadvertently placed in "South Africa". We well as their symptoms, onsets, and
probable prognoses. Help can be
thank Faye Murrin for bringing this to our
invaluable even if the mushroom
attention.]
cannot be positively identified since it
is often possible to eliminate many
Paris Herbarium Renovation
other types of mushrooms known to be
P
~
~
~
~
Curator Bart Buyck announces that
You
and
your
colleagues
may
between December 1, 1999 and July
already serve as consultants. We would
31, 2000, the Mycological Herlike your names for Our master list,
barium of the National Museum of
too.
Please send name, address, phone
~~~~~~l ~ i ~parist (PC)
~ will
~ be~ ,
number
and e-mail address to
closed to the public due to renovation
Shawr
Member,
NAMA
works at the building. No loans will be
Committee,
5
10
Dexter St., Denver,
handled during this period.
CO 80220-5036; Phone: 303-3771278; e-mail:
Consu'tants desired by N"IA
<MariHShaw@aol.com>. You will be
Toxicology Committee
performing a great and greatly
appreciated service to your cornrnu~ h NAMA
,
Toxicology Committee
nity.
has been working for several years to
Don't forget to send a poison report
increase mycological assistance to
form (reproduced in the last issue of
poison centers, hospitals, and practitioInoculum - 50(4)) to NAMA on any
ners in the fields of both human and
case in which you are involved, even if
animal medicine. This assistance
the identity of the mushroom cannot
benefits both mycologists and the
be determined.
medical community by increasing our
knowledge of the incidence of mushReport from Venezuela ALM
room poisonings. At present the
Meeting
identity of the mushroom is known in
only a very small percentage of the
The Latin American
mushroom exposures reported by the
country's poison centers. In fact, due
(ALM)
antaken
to the limited number of consultants, it nOunced the main
during its recent Genera1 Assembly
is rare that any attempt at identificaSeptember 3rd~l999. A new
tion is made. This can result in over-,
ALM
Statute
under-, or inappropriate treatment, as
and
to be the
well as a great deal of often unnecesofficial
languages
of
the
Association
sary anxiety on the part of both
was
approved.
Also,
the
beautiful
logo
medical personnel and patients.
by
Lit.
Sandra
Contrer
and
In an effort to remedy this situation
used
the past president's
and to make it easier to disseminate
information on fungus-related toxicol- tenure has been
the ALM
ogy, we are establishing a centralized
log0.
dues were
increased
to
US$25
for
US$
roster of those interested in the subject
10
for
students,
and
voluntary
contriwho would be willing to serve as
butions are encouraged. Finally, Dr.
consultants.
Gaston Guzman
It should be stressed that mycology
Biological Sciences, University of
Wales Swansea, Singleton Park,
Swansea, Wales SA2 8PP, UK
<T.Butt@swansea.ac.uk>,
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MYCOLOGICAL NEWS conc~~ctfed
~guzmang@ecologia.edu.mx>was
elected the new ALM President. He
and other members of his team at the
Instituto de Ecologia de Xalapa,
Mexico will serve as ALM's new
Executive Council.
Retiring ALM President Gioconda
San-Blas writes, "... this is our
farewell and the last official message
to the Latin American Mycological
community. We hope we have served
you in the best possible way, and it is
our hope that this organization will
continue and prosper in the hands of
the new officers. The old electronic
address and list has ended and the new
Executive Council's will announce the
new electronic addresses after installing our Web page in a new server .....
May I once more convey my apprecia-

tion to those colleagues and friends
who helped us in our duties as ALM
President. It is my hope that this
farewell does not mean the end of
friendships born after working together
so many years. I will continue to be
available through my private Email
address <gsanblas@pasteur.ivic.ve>.
Best wishes, Dr. Gioconda San-Blas."

UPCOMING MYCOLOGICAL
EVENTS
The 7th International Symposium
on the Microbiology of the Aerial
Plant Surfaces will be held in Berkeley, California, from August 3-8 2000.
Sessions will include "Leaf surface
habitat description and visualizing

organisms in situ ", "Description of
leaf surface communities: autoecology
and synecology", "Microbial interactions on the leaf surface", "Biocontrol,
biotechnology and applied microbiology" and "Modeling, theory and
quantification in phyllosphere microbiology". The planners of the interdisciplinary meeting request that those
interested in updates contact Steven
Lindow, University of California,
Department of Plant and Microbial
Biology, 111 Koshland Hall, Berkeley,
CA 94720-3102 or at 510.642.4174
FAX 5 101642-4995
<icelab@socrates.berkeley.edu>. A
web site with conference details and
registration information is now
available on line at http://
nature.berkeley.ed~1F2000.

THE MYCOLOGIST'S BOOKSHELF
In this issue we review "Fungi of Southern A~istralia"by Bougher & Syme, feature books received from June - A~igrtst1999, and
list previously featured books received since November 1998.
Members interested in reviewing listed books should contact me at <y7joz@tta.cs.ttu.edu>.Reviewers are reminded to try to complete
their reviews within the month after receiving the book. Many thanks to all those participating in the review process. -- John Zak

REVIEW
Fungi of Southern Australia. 1998. NL Bougher and K
Syme. University of Western Australia Press, Nedlands,
Western Australia. 391 pp.
"Beautiful" is an adjective seldom used in review of
scientific books, but this volume deserves the term in my
first sentence. It describes and illustrates 125 macrofungi of
Western Australia, for the most part species that occur in
the southeast as well. The watercolor illustrations by
Katrina Syme are a delight to the eye and will convince
even mycophobes that fungi are beautiful, especially when
viewed in their surroundings. The fungi here are shown as
they occur in the forest, with leaf litter or wood and
sometimes nearby plants. But attractiveness of the illustrations is not their only virtue: accuracy of color, form and
detail are equally well tended. The intricacy of the cap of
Macrolepiota rhacodes var. hortensis is painstakingly
presented. The tomentum on the lower stipe of Mycena
subgalericulata, the silky-fibrillose feature of the stem of
Hypholoma australe, the powdery spore mass of Pisolithus
albus, the spore deposit above the annulus of Cortinarius
archeri, the tube mouths of Boletellus ananiceps...all are
readily discernible.

The book is written for a broad audience. An extensive
introduction geared to amateurs outlines fungal biology,
ecology, and mycogeography, and introduced, endangered,
and poisonous and edible species. It details how to collect,
describe, and identify both mushrooms and hypogeous
species. Most of this is already known to experienced
collectors, who will nonetheless find it easy reading and
perhaps even pick up a few new ideas.
The species descriptions, on the other hand, serve the
needs of beginner and professional alike. Species have been
selected to represent a wide spectrum of Australian
endemics plus a few introduced species such as Suillus
luteus. I was disappointed to see the latter included, not
because it is unimportant but because it has been illustrated
and described so often elsewhere. I wish another of the
weird and wonderful Australian species had been given the
space instead. I had the same reaction to inclusion of
previously well described and illustrated cosmopolitan
species such as Tricholomopsis rutilans and Coprinus
comatus.

Still, most taxa presented are uniquely Australian. Where
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else will one see illustrated an Amanita with green cap,
gills, stem and veil (A. austroviridis) or one with all those
structures colored apricot (A. ochrophylloides)? Or, a robust
Amanita which remains totally embedded in the soil despite
having a stem up to 140 mm long (A. carneiphylla)? Then
there are the sequestrate Amanita-related genus Torrendia,
with a loculate gleba rather than gills, the hypogeous
Austrogautieria with possible affinities to the mushroom
genus Boletellus, the hypogeous but spore-discharging
Cortinarius globuliformis, the eucalypt-specific mycorrhizal
agaric genus Descolea with its hypogeous descendant
Descomyces, and Australia's array of novel boletes such as
Austroboletus occidentalis.
The species descriptions are attractive, consistent, and
detailed. The name and its literature citation are followed
by brief statements on habitat and edibility. Then follow a
few sentences on the genus and related species and how
they differ from the one being presented. After this, the fruit
body and its parts are described in detail, including macroscopic features, spores, basidia, cystidia, pileipellis and
clamp connections. Spores and other key microscopic
structures are illustrated by line drawings. The watercolor
illustration of each species is on the page facing the text.
Neale Bougher, who wrote the text, used a clear style with
minimal jargon.
Bougher includes several ectomycorrhizal species with

First Contribution to a Monograph
of Septoria Species in India. 1999. J
Muthumary. C. A. S. In Botany,
University of Madras, Guindy Campus, Chennai - 600 026 India.
<botany@vsnl.com> Price: Rs. 250
(India), $40 US. Review needed.
Molecular Variability of Fungal
Pathogens. 1999. PD Bridge, Y
Couteaudier, and JM Clark (eds). CAB
International, Wallingford, Oxon
OX10 8DE, UK. 319p. Price:
$100(US). Copies can be ordered from
<cabi@cabi.org> in UK and Europe,
or from <cabi-nao@cabi.org> Review
needed.
OF RELATED INTEREST

America's Ancient Forests: From
the Ice Age to the Age of Discovery.
1999. TM This book provides a
fascinating history of the dynamic
evolution of forests - from the glaciers
of the Ice Age, to the beginnings of

names from the Northern Hemisphere but recognizes that
the species in Australia, though resembling Northern
Hemisphere species, are probably different. He signals this
by the abbreviation "afi" (afinis, "akin to"), e.g. Russula
afi albonigra.. In two cases, however, he tentatively accepts
the conspecificity of Australian species with their Northern
Hemisphere counterparts but "with some doubt": Russula
adusta and Cortinarius violaceus. In neither case, however,
do they quite fit the Northern Hemisphere concepts,
especially C. violaceus. It has a velvety to scaly pileus in
the Northern hemisphere, but, according to Bougher, in
Australia it is "innately radially silky-fibrillose." I doubt
that any mycorrhizal associates of the eucalypts are the
same as their Northern Hemisphere analogs.
The book is printed on high quality paper, so that the
illustrations are elegantly reproduced. It is hard-bound but
with paper rather than cloth. By accident in the field, my
copy got wet. The pages held up well, but the spine came
partly unglued. It seems a shame that such a fine book
would be so inadequately bound. Perhaps it was not
intended to be taken to the field, but those who collect in
Australia surely will do so.
-James M. Trappe,
CSIRO Wildlife and Ecology, Box 284, Canberra ACT,
Australia 2601 and
Department of Forest Science Oregon State University,
Corvallis. OR 97331-5752.

our age of discovery. It expertly charts
the ongoing effects of changes in
climate, species composition, natural
disasters, and human migration upon
the forested landscape. This book
provides an excellent introduction to
the early history of Native American
peoples and their environment and will
be useful for restoration forestry and
ecology projects. Wiley Press, 304 p.
Price: $50 (US).
Ecology Of Sonoran Desert Plants
And Plant Communities. 1999. RH
Robichaux (ed). Eight original essays
by Sonoran Desert researchers provide
an overview of the practice of ecology
at landscape, community, and organisma1 scales. The essays explore the rich
diversity of plant life in the Sonoran
Desert and the ecological patterns and
processes that underlie it. Coverage
includes diversity and affinities of the
flora, physical environments and

vegetation, landscape complexity and
ecological diversity, population
dynamics of annual plants, form and
function of cacti, and the relationship
between plants and the animals that
use them as feeding and breeding
resources. The text also explores the
ecological consequences of modem
agricultural development, as well as
the impact on the modem biota of
40,000 years of change in climate,
vegetation, megafauna, and ancient
cultures. University of Arizona Press.
312 p. Price: $45 (US).
Encyclopedia of Deserts. 1999. MA
Mares (ed). This is a comprehensive
reference to the deserts and semideserts of the world. Approximately
700 entries on geography, climate,
geology, hydrology, anthropology,
history, species accounts for birds,
mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fishes,
invertebrates, and plants. University of
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Oklahoma, 672 p. Price: $50 (US).
Forest Ecosystems: Analysis at
Multiple Scales. 1998. RH Waring

biotic response, and methodologies.
Oxford University Press. 350p. Price:
$76(US).

and SW Running. Academic Press.
2nd Edition. 370p. Price: $60 (US).

North American Terrestrial Vegetation. Second Edition. 1999. MG

Island Biogeography: Ecology,
Evolution and the Light-House
Keeper's Cat. 1998. R Whittaker. This

Barbour and W D Billings. (eds). This
new edition covers the major vegetation types of North America, from the
Arctic tundra of Alaska to the tropical
forests of Central America. This
edition has additional chapters on
freshwater wetlands, coastal marine
wetlands, temperate Mexico, the
Caribbean, and the Hawaiian Islands.
Every chapter has been thoroughly
updated and now includes information
on habitat loss and restorationpreservation programs. Cambridge
University Press. 530 p. Price: Paper
$43(US), Cloth $92(US).

is the first comprehensive book to be
written on the subject since 1981. It
provides a much needed synthesis of
recent developments across the
discipline, linking current theoretical
debates with applied island ecology.
Oxford University Press. 285p. Price:
Paper $30 (US), Cloth-$95 (US).
Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic
History of North American Vegetation (North of Mexico). 1999. A

Graham. This book provides a unique
and integrated account of the history
of North American vegetation and
paleo-environments over the past 70
million years. It includes discussions
of modern plant communities, casual
factors for environmental change,

-A Dictionary of Plant Pathology, 2nd
edition. 1998. P Holliday. Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge CB2 IRP,
UK. Price: $150.00. Reviewed in Inoculum
50(4).

*British Fungus Flora :Agarics and
Boleti No 8 1 Cantharellaceae,
Gomphaceae and Amyloid-Spored and
Xeruloid Members of Tricholomataceae
(excl. Mycena). 1998. R. Watling and E.
Turnbull. Royal Botanic Garden
Edinburgh, Inverleith Row, Edinburgh EH3
5LR. Review in progress.
*Combined Keys to Illustrated Genera
of Ascomycetes I & 11. 1998. RT Hanlin,
$20 US,130 pp and Nustrated Genera of
Ascomycetes Volume 11. 1998. RT Hanlin,
$35 US, 268 pp. Both books are published
by APS Press, 3340 Pilot Knob Rd., St.
Paul, MN 55 121-2097. <aps@scisoc.org>
(N. Am.); <apspress@pophost.eunet.be>
(Europe). Review in progress.
Fungi of Southern Australia. 1998. NL
Bougher and K Syme. University of
Western Australia Press, Nedlands,

Terrestrial Ecoregions of North
America: A Conservation Assessment. 1999. TH Ricketts, E.

Dinerstein, DM Olson, CJ Loucks, W.
Eichbaum, D Dellassala, K. Kavanagh,
P Hedao, PT Hurley, KM Carney, R

Western Australia 6907. 391 pp. Review in
this issue (Inoculum 50(5))..
Illustrated Genera of Imperfect Fungi,
4th edition. 1998. HL Barnett and B
Hunter, APS Press, 3340 Pilot Knob Rd.,
St. Paul, MN 55121-2097.
<aps@scisoc.org> (North America);
<apspress@pophost.eunet.be>(Europe).
240 pp. Price: $43 US. Review in progress.
The Genus Lactarius, Fungi of
Northern Europe vol. 2. 1998. J
Heilmann-Clasusen, A Verbeken, J
Vesterholt. Svampetry, Kornblomstevej 6,
DK-8381 Mundelstrup, Denmark. 287p.
Copies can be ordered from the website:
www.mycosoc.dk. Price Dkr: 250 plus
postage. Review needed.
Magical Mushrooms, Mischievous
Molds. 1998. GW Hudler. Princeton
University Press, Princeton, NJ. Price:
$29.95. Review in progress.

Proceeding of the Symposium "Taxonomy, Evolution and Classification of
Lichens and Related Fungi". 1998. M
Wedin, T Tonsberg, and DH Brown (eds),

Abell, and S Walters. Using an
ecoregion based approach rather than a
state-by-state analysis, a team of
scientists from World Wildlife Fund
has produced a comprehensive
assessment of the current status of
biodiversity in North America north of
Mexico. The book begins with six
chapters that present the rationale for
the ecoregion approach, describe the
distinctiveness of North American
ecoregions, assess the level of threats
facing each, present a conservation
agenda for the next decade, and set
forth recommendations for preserving
and restoring biodiversity. Following
the main text are substantial appendixes that describe each ecoregion in
detail, including unique features of the
ecoregion. Threats to habitat and
wildlife, and important sites for
conservation, the relationship of the
ecoregion and other classification
schemes are presented. Island Press.
558p. Price: $75(US).

Academic Press Limited, 24-28 Oval
Road, London NWl 7DX, UK. 208 pp.
Price: £10.00 for surface mail. Review
needed.

Systematics and Ecology of the
Macromycetes, Paul Heinemann
Memorial Symposium. 1998. A Fraiture
(special ed.). Belgian Journal of Botany
(Special Issue) 131: 65-288. The journal
issue can be ordered from: Dr. P CompCre,
Jardin Botanique National, Domaine de
Bouchout, B-1860 Meise, Belgium. Price:
1800BeF. Review in progress.
Take-All Disease of Cereals: A Regional Perspective. 1998. D Hornby (ed).
CAB International, Wallingford. Oxon
OX10 8DE, UK. 384p. Price: $120.00.
Copies can be ordered from
<cabi@cabi.org> Review needed.
Trichoderma and Gliocladium: Basic
Biology, Taxonomy and Genetics. Vol 1.
1998. CP Kubicek and GE Harmon (eds).
Taylor & Francis Inc, 1900 Frost Road,
Suite 101, Bristol, PA 19007. 278p. Review
needed.
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Trichodenna and Gliocladium:
Enzymes, Biological Control, and
Commercial Applications, Vol 2. 1998.
G. E. Harmon, and C. P. Kubicek (eds),
Taylor & Francis Inc, 1900 Frost Road,
Suite 101, Bristol, PA 19007. 393p. Review
needed.
Yeast Gene Analysis, Methods in
Microbiology Vol. 26. 1998. AJP Brown
and MF Tuite (eds). Academic Press Inc.,
525 B. Street, Suite 1900, San Diego, CA
92101-4495. 502p. Price:(HC) $100.00,
(SC) $60.00. Copies can be ordered from
<name@acad.com> Review needed.
The Yeasts - A Taxonomic Study (4th
revised & enlarged edition) 1997. CP

C ~ C Z , ~

Kurtzman and JW Fell. Order in US1
Canada from: Elsievier Science Inc., P.O.
Box 945, Madison Square Station, New
York, NY 10160-0757. In Eurpoe order
from: Elsievier Science Inc., P.O. Box 21 1,
IOOOAE Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
1100p. Hardbound price: NLG 800.001
US$ 500.00. Review needed.

is available from Mycoinfo, PO Box
16242, Austin, TX 78761. Price: $16.95 +
$3.95 shipping and handling. Additional
information is available at <http:ll

OF RELATED INTEREST...

Press, 2000 NW Corporate Blvd., Boca
Raton, FL 3343 1-9868. 432p. In North &
South America, Asia, Australia, and NZ
book can be ordered through:
orders@crcpress.com. In Europe, Middle
East, and Africa order through:
enquires@uk.crcpress.com. Price: $39.95.

Song of Mukhomor, Videotape.
Videography by T Stimson, S Hune (ed).
Video documents the search for people
who still use Amanita muscaria for
shamanistic rituals in Kamchatka. Tape is
VHS format, and is 24 rnin long. The tape

www.mycoinfo.com/mukhomor.html>
Ecological Diversity in Sustainable
Development: The Vital and Forgotten
Dimension. 1999. C Maser (ed). St. Lucie

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Event locations are listed in iialic boldface. Contact names and address information are provided beneath each event description with email/web addresses
listed at the end of each event in bold face (no brackets included).
Those wishing to list upcoming mycologicnl courses, workshops, conventions, symposia and forays in the Inoculum Calendar should submit dates, site, and
contact information formatted as shown below. Contacts should provide postal address, p h o n e m numbers and Email (with Web sites if available).
The submission deadline listed on the cover of each issue occurs approximately one month before publication date.

1999 (September 23-24). Medical
Mycology Histology Workshop.
DETAILS Inoculum 50(4).
New Orleans LOUISIANA
Dr Jim Harris. Training Coordinator
Bureau of Laboratories
Texas Department of Health
5 12.458.7566
jim.harris@tdh.state.tx.us
1999 (September 27- October 1).
Latino-American & Mexican Phytopathological Joint Congress
Guadalajara, MEXICO
LV Gonzales gfuentes@gatelink.net
JP Martinez-Soriano
jpms@irapuato.ira.cinvestav.mx

Dr. Njayou Mounjohou,
B.P. 2001 Messa -Yaounde
ebola@camnet.cm
1999 (December 31). Abstract DEADLLNE: Third International Congress on
Symbiosis. DETAILS: Inoculum 50(3):
23
weberh @mailer.uni-marburg.de
2000 (April 25-29). Symposium 2000

- BMS Millennium Symposium on

1999 (October 11-16). 3rd International
Conference on Mushroom Biology and
Mushroom Products. DETAILS Inoculum 49(6): 18.
Sydney, AUSTRALIA
Conference Secretariat, 405 Bull Ridge Rd
East Kurrajong, NSA 2758 Australia
FAX +61.2.4576.3610
bkgregg@zeta.org.au

Tropical Mycology. DETAILS Inoculum
50(1):2, 50(3): 23.
Liverpool, ENGLAND
University of Liverpool John Moores
University
Prof. Roy Watling
r.watling(Brbge.0rg.uk
2000 (May 8-12). 14th ISHAM World
Congress (ISHAM 2000),
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Contact: Congresos Internacionales S.A
Moreno 584, Piso 9; 1091 Buenos Aires
+54-11-4342 32161 3283; FAX +54-11433 1 02231 4334 381 1
14-isham@congresosint.com.ar

1999 (November 14-20). 2nd International Virology and Microbiology
Conference. DETAILS Inoculum
49(6): 18.
Yaounde, CAMEROON

2000 (May 15-19). 15th International
Congress of the ISMS (International
Society of Mushroom Science).
Maastricht, THE NETHERLANDS
http://www.cnc.nUisms

2000 (July 9-14) Asian Mycological
Congress, The University of Hong
Kong.
Hong Kong CHINA
Kevin D Hyde
<kdhyde@hkucc.hku.hk>
http://www.hku.hWecology/mycology/
whzz-new/090198.html
2000 (August 13-19) The 7th International Symposium on the Microbiology
of the Aerial Plant Surfaces. DETAILS
Inoculwn SO(5):
Berkeley, California
2000 (August 13-19) Third International Congress on Symbiosis (TICS).
DETAILS Inoculum 50(3): 23.
Marburg, Germany
Prof. Dr. Hans Christian Weber
weberh@mailer.uni-marburg.de
http://staff-www.uni.marburg.de/
-b-morpho/symbio.htm1
2002 (August). International Mycological Congress (IMC 7).
Oslo, NOR WAY
Leif Ryvarden, Botany Dept.
Biological Institute, Box 1045,
Blindern, N-0316 Norway
VOX 47.22854623 FAX 47.22856717
leif.ryvarden@bio.uio.no
http://www.uio.no/conferences/imc7/

MYCOLOGICAL CLASSIFIEDS
Read the Mycological Classijeds for annour?cements of courses, employment opportunitic,s,po.ritions wanted, and mycological goods
and services offered or needed.
dently and collaboratively with other
graduate level course in the area of the
Positions Available
scientists. The position may be filled as a
incumbent's expertise, and participation in
Career-Conditional appointment or as a
the undergraduate cuniculum of the
Environmental Microbiology Laboratory, Term Post-Doc appointment. The position
Department. Basic Oualifications: Ph.D. in
Inc has an opening for a full time MycoloPlant Pathology, Plant Molecular Biology,
will be a GS-12/13. The position will be
gist /Analyst in their laboratory located in located at the University of Florida in
Mycology, or related field with a strong
the San Francisco, CA area. Environmental Gainesville, EL for approximately two
commitment to work on molecular genetic
Microbiology Laboratory, Inc. is a
years to develop joint research programs
mechanisms of fungal pathogenicity to
recognized leader in bioaerosol and
with scientists at that, and other, universiplants and its use toward developing plants
microbial analysis and specializes in the
ties in the region. Thereafter the position
resistant to fungi. Postdoctoral experience
analysis of surface and air samples for
will be moved to the SIFG located on the
in the relevant area of research is highly
fungi. For more information about the
Harrison Experimental Forest near
desirable. The candidate should have a
company, see http://www.emlab.com. The
Gulfport, MS. Interested parties should
strong commitment to a career in research
primary responsibility will be to analyze
send a short resume by October 1, 1999
and teaching and to collaborative research.
air, surface, tape, and bulk samples by
that specifically addresses the knowledge
Helshe will be expected to fund hisher
microscopy for fungi, and, in some cases,
research program through competitive
and skills mentioned above to: Dr. Floyd
bacteria. Air sample analysis includes
E. Bridgwater, Forest Science Lab, Texas
research grant funds. Other Information:
analysis of both culturable (Andersen) and
A&M University, College Station, TX
The Plant Pathology Department is
non culturable samples (spore traps such
77843-2585. 409.862.3908 FAX
comprised of 45 full-time faculty (19 in
as Burkard, Allergenco, and Zefon Air-O409.862.2629 <floydb@tamu.edu>.
Gainesville, 26 at Research and Education
Cell). On going training and education will
Centers) with diverse research, teaching,
Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology
be part of the position. Good bright field
and extension programs. Additional faculty
- Molecular Genetics of Fungal Plant
microscopy skills, good communication,
and research resources are available in
the ability to work well with a team, strong Pathogens. Location: Plant Pathology
other plant science departments, through
Department, Institute of Food and
organizational skills, and attention to
the Plant Molecular and Cellular Biology
Agricultural Sciences (IFAS), University
details are important. A B.S. in MicrobiolProgram, and the Interdisciplinary Center
of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611-0680.
ogy is required. Experience recognizing
for Biotechnology Research. Applicants
Salary: Commensurate with qualifications
environmental microfungi is very desirshould submit a statement of research and
and experience. Position Open To:
able. Please send your resume and the
teaching goals and interests, a cuniculum
December
31, 1999. Starting Date: July 1,
names of three references to Dave Gallup,
vitae, graduate and undergraduate
2000. Duties and Res~onsibilities:This is
Environmental Microbiology Laboratory,
transcripts, list of publications, and three
a 12-month tenure-track position with 80% (3) letters of reference no later than
Inc., 1800 Sullivan Ave., Suite 209, Daly
research
(Florida Agricultural Experiment
City, CA 94015. VOX (650) 991-3436 Fax
December 31, 1999. Women and minoriStation) and 20% teaching (College of
(650) 99 1-2243. dgalluw @emlab.com.
ties are encouraged to apply. Refer to
Agriculture) responsibility. This assignApplications will be considered until the
position 816020. Send applications to:
ment may change in accordance with the
position is filled.
Dr. Jeff Jones, Chair, Search and Screen
needs of the unit. The appointee is
Committee, Molecular Genetics of Plant
The Southern Institute of Forest Genetics expected to establish a successful research
Pathogenic Fungi, Plant Pathology Dept.,
(SIFG) is seeking a Research Plant
program in molecular genetics of plant
Univ. of Florida, PO Box 110680,
Pathologist to conduct research to identify pathogenic fungi important to Florida and
Gainesville, EL 3261 1-0680. The Univ. of
genes in pine andlor in its fungal
to international agriculture. These studies
Florida is an equal opportunity, equal
pathogen(s) that condition a disease
may include but not be limited to identifiaccess, affirmative action employer. The
interaction, and to understand how those
cation, isolation, characterization and
"government in the sunshine" laws of
genes function. The successful applicant
manipulation of fungal pathogenicity
Florida require that all documents relating
will have the ability to use molecular
genes and their counterpart host resistance
to the search process, including letters of
techniques associated with plant andlor
genes, mechanisms of pathogenicity of
application/nomination and reference, be
fungal pathogen gene expression studies.
plant pathogenic fungi and of host
available for public inspection.
These molecular techniques could include
resistance to fungi, and to utilize that
but are not limited to construction and
knowledge in cooperation with plant
Postdoctoral Positions
screening of cDNA libraries, differential
breeders for developing plant varieties
display of messenger RNA, northern
resistant to infection by fungi. The
Functional genomics/molecular genetics
analysis, in situ DNA:DNA hybridization,
appointee will be expected to work
of the plant pathogen, Phytophthora
expression of cDNAs in bacterial or
cooperatively with other faculty members
infestans Positions are available in our
eukaryotic expression systems, 2-D protein in the Department as well as in the
laboratory to study the molecular genetics
electrophoresis, or protein
Program of Plant Molecular and Cellular
of Phytophthora infestans, the oomycete
imrnunolocalization. The incumbent
Biology, Plant Breeding working group,
fungus that causes late blight of potato. P.
should have the ability to develop and test
and other Units on and off campus.
infestans
is a model system for classical
hypotheses related to gene expression, and
Teaching responsibilities include the
and molecular genetic analyses within the
should have the ability to work indepensupervision of graduate students, teach a
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oomycetes, and one of the most important
plant pathogens. Opportunities exist in
several areas: 1. Studying the function of
genes that are differentially expressed
during sexual and asexual sporulation. 2.
Molecular analysis of the mating type
locus, including comparisons with
homologues in other heterothallics plus
homothallic species. 3. Investigating the
bases of single and multi-fungicide
resistance. These topics are being explored
using methods that include positional
cloning, subtraction cloning, genomicsl
EST sequencing, expression profiling
using microarrays, manipulating gene
expression in P. infestans transformants,
etc. The positions are available for a
minimum of 2 years, with funding coming
from governmental (USDA-NRI, NSF) and
industrial sources. Motivated applicants
with training in molecular biology will
receive highest priority in the search.
Experience with filamentous fungi is not
required and scientists with training in
other systems, such as plants, are encouraged to apply. The laboratory is located at
the Riverside campus of the University of
California, which is situated in a dynamic
region of southern California. Additional
information about the laboratory and
representative publications are available
at: http:llcnas.ucr.edul-ppath/facultyl
hj.html. To apply, send a curriculum vitae
and the names of three references
(including addresses and telephone
numbers) to: Dr. Howard Judelson
Department of Plant Pathology University
of California Riverside, California 92521
USA Email: judelson@ucracl .ucr.edu;
fax: 909-787-4294

Assistantships
Graduate student assistantship available
NOW to study fungus implicated in world-

wide frog die-offs (Science 284:728,
1999). The project will study the population genetics, biology and infective
strategies of this recently discovered
Chytrid fungus which has been isolated
from frog skin. Graduate student research
will include determining the range of
environmental conditions the fungus can
survive in and studying the enzymes that
enable it to enter and live in amphibian
skin cells. The student may also-be
involved in DNA fingerprinting of isolates
of the fungus for population studies. This
project is suitable for a master's graduate
student with interests in fungi, amphibians
or ecology. The funds for this assistantship
are from a ICREB grant from NSF. Please
contact Seanna Annis (sannis@maine.edu ,
207-58 1-262 I), or Joyce Longcore
(longcore@maine.edu, 207-58 1-4396),
5722 Deering Hall, Dept. of Biological
Sciences, University of Maine, Orono,
ME, 04469.

Graduate Courses
Johannes Woestemeyer, of the FriedrichSchiller Universitaet at Jena, is accepting
applications for PhD studies in fungal
phylogeny. He notes, "In a project
financed by 'Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft' we work on
family and order structure of Zygomycetes. Based on sequences of protein
coding genes from the cellular functions
'cell cycle control', 'cytoskeleton' and
'translational apparatus' we want to add
the phylogenetic dimension to a wealth of
taxonomic knowledge and expertise in this
important fungal group. The position is to
be filled beginning of October at the
earliest and end of the Winter term at the
latest. Knowledge of German language is
not required. Experimental working
conditions are good. We are technically

well equipped and have sound expertise at
all levels of cloning and sequencing.
Primers for the required genes have been
developed and checked in screening
experiments. Research is institutionally
linked to an independent group at the
institute of General Microbiology and
Microbial Genetics, the 'Fungal Reference
Centre' (FRC). The PhD candidate will be
supervised by the FRC leader, Dr. Kerstin
Voigt and by myself in close cooperation.
Both supervisors have their experimental
skills in this and other fields and perform
experiments themselves within the project.
....We expect a highly motivated young
colleague, integration into a vivid
multidisciplinary institute, some expertise
in Genetics and Molecular Biology as well
as a feeling for evolutionary biology.
Special taxonomic knowledge of fungi is
not requested at the beginning." Those
interested should contact Dr. Woestemeyer
or Dr. Voight at Friedrich-schillerUniversitaet Jena, Lehrschuhl fuer
Allgemeine Mikrobiologie und
Mikrobengenetik, Neugasse 24, D-07743
Jena. Email applications to
<b5wojo@rz.uni-jena.dez are also
acceptable.

Mycological Goods and Services
Mold Testing and Identification
Services. Identification for Food Technology, Spawn technology, Plant diseases.
ASTM & Mil-Spec testing for Aerospace,
Controlled Environments and Environmental Engineering. 10% discount for Regular
and Sustaining MSA members. Abbey
Lane Laboratory, P.O. Box 1665, Philomath, OR 97370 USA.
<microbe@pioneer.neb Home page

www.pioneer.net/-microbelabbeylab.html,
541-929-5984. - Steven Carpenter
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Mycological Society of America
Attn: Linda Hardwick, Association Manager

PO Box 1897 [810 E lOthSt]
Lawrence, KS 66044-8897

Vox 800.627.0629 (US and Canada)
or 785.843.1221
Fax 785.843.1274
Email lhardwick@allenpress.com
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To help make lengthy electronic addresses more easily remembered, we use the tern1 ".sriffix
to refer to anything following the final "slash" [ / ] of an immediately preceding address within each paragraph below
"
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http://www.cnie.org
The Committee for the National
Institute for the Environment (CNIE)
has launched an Environmental
Research Information Exchange
(ERIE) service which provides a forum
for researchers, educators, resource
managers, agency decisionmakers,
foundation representatives, journalists,
librarians and others in all environmental fields to share information and
discuss issues. The service is part of
the CNIE National Library for the
Environment located at the web-site
listed above. ERIE is intended for:
Managers and decisionmakers to

present research needs (funded and
unfunded) or search for expert
knowledge.
Researchers and students, to locate
research opportunities, collaborators
or funders.
Funders to advertise opportunities.
All to share scientific information
about the environment. ERIE will
provide many services to help you to
find answers to your questions,
solutions to your problems, and
colleagues you may not know about:
Bulletin Board for participants to
post messages, questions and answers- organized by environmental
topics.

Highlights Page where selected
research opportunities discussed by
participants will be posted.
Links and lists of funding opportunities.
Outreach Service. The Committee
for the ~
~~~~~i~~~~
~for the i
~
Environment will share selected
requests with its network of thousands
of scientists, managers, and others.
Visit the web-site for additional
information or contact David E.
Blockstein, Ph.D., Senior Scientist
Committee for the National Institute
for the Environment 1725 K St. NW
Suite 212 Washington, DC 20006-1401
[202.530.5810 FAX 202.628.43 11
<David@cnie.org>]

PREVIOUSLY ON-LINE LISTED WEB-SITES
Below are alphabetically lisred current web-sitesfeatured in Inoculum during the previous hvelve months. Those wishing to have web sites included in this
developing directory or who wish to edit their addresses should Email <lorelei@teleport.com>. Unless otherwise notified, the editor will drop site listings
after one yea,: (Volume-Number = where first cited; stars = new or edited info)

ACCESS
(49-5)

SUPRAORDINAL
TAXA OF ASCOMYCOTA
(50-2)

http://biology.usgs.gov/pubs/nbii~acce~

http://www.ekbotumu&pmgloutline.hhl

AMERICAN
BOTANICAL
LITINDEX(50:2)

TAXY (50-2)

http://www.nybg.org/bscMabl.html

http://www.myinfo.com/taxy/

ASOCIACION
LATINOAMER~CANA
DE MICOLOGIA
(50-3)

THIRD
VIRTUAL
SYMPOSIUM
(50-3)
<http://www.geocities.com/-dermacentro/
simposio.htm>

<http://zeus.ivic.velalmh

BIOTECH
RISKASSESSMENT
RESEARCH(50-2)

U.S. NATIONAL
FUNGUS
COLLECTIONS
(50-3)

http://www.reeusda.gov/crgam/biotechrkk/
biotech.htm

BUT~ERFLIES
OF THE Son (50-4)
http://pluto.njcc.com/-retl
Butterflies.of.the.SoiVmainpage.html

<http://ntars-grin.gov>.
http://www.arcobaleno.com/progetto/efunghi/
htm

http://www.wisc.edu/cels

http://wwwsoc.nacsis.ac.jp/kb-msjl
index_e.html

COSTA
RICANBOLETES
(50-2)
DISCOVER
LIFEIN AMERICA
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ATBI)
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bttp://www.exoticforestpests.org

FARLOW
AT HARVARD
(49-6)
http://www.herbaria.ha~ard.edu~

(FULLY)
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~
(50-4)

http://www.biol.vtedu/facultypages/miller/
mycology.html

WEB MSA (49-6)

NAMA POISON
CASE
REGISTRY
(50-4)
http://wwwsph.umich.edu/-kwcedmpcr

NOMENCLATURE
IN THE 2 1ST CENTURY
(50-4)
http://www.inform.umd.edu/PBIO/nomcl/
indx.hhnl

http://www.discoverlife.org

EXOTIC
PESTS[EFPISNA] (50-1)

http://fp.bio.utk.eduJmycology/

VIRGINIA
TECHMYCOLOGY
(49-6)

CELS (49-6)
http://www.nybg.org/bsci~res/halV
delfaindex.html

UNIVERS~Y
OF TENNESSEE
MYCOLOGY
GROUP
(49-5, 50-4)

NYBG MASSEE
FUNGAL
TYPES
(50-1)
PEET WEBSITES
(50-1)
www.nsf.gov/pubs/l999/mf9915/mf9915.hhn
www.nhm.ukans.edu/-peet

http://www.pacificcoastneU-mycolog/
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